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INTRODUCTION
As an automotive engineer, a Chartered Marketer and specialist in
Customer Relationship, Dickie have been doing research for many
years and have intended to write a book about the Motor Industry for
a long time. I then had the privilege of m meeting Gerry Robert, my
mentor, who guided me through many sessions to where finally my
first was successfully completed.
During my time working in the corporate life in many multi-national
companies, I have had the opportunity of talking to many motorists to
discover their automotive needs. And I soon realized that you can
earn a lot of money by providing the services that they need. To my
surprise, many small workshops are not aware that such opportunity
exists and just keep fighting the competition in the marketplace. I also
had the opportunity to listen and learn some of the successful secrets
from the top entrepreneurs who made their goals come true.
Of course, I had many challenges from Gerry Robert, arguing over the
subject of this book for instance. My intention was to share with
many of my friends the experiences that I have had which they might
find useful. Hopefully, I can show them the benefits of running a
profitable automotive workshop or Service Centre. I also am grateful
to my close friend, Dr. Arthur Robinson, as he followed me very
closely through the completion of this special book. He agrees that
many motorists and workshop entrepreneurs should read and benefits
from this book.
And finally, to the many car enthusiasts who have touched our lives
for more than a decade, you are destined to change the history of the
motor industry, leading the way for growing number automotive
professionals to attain a better position in their businesses. We are
proud to share this incredible industry with you.
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Chapter 1

FORTUNES FROM
C.A.R.S.
C.

-

Communicating effectively produces a win/win situation.

A.

-

After-sales service is essential in following up with customers.

R.

-

Retention of your customer comes with trust and confidence.

S.

-

Satisfaction is the key to Signature Service.

CREATING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
If I were to tell you about the greatest, secret, business opportunity in the marketplace
for you to make money, you’d probably just laugh and say, “ Everybody knows about
that!”, and then you would forget about it. It is obvious that every one of us is so busy
with our daily routine jobs that we forget what we are supposed to do. It may be simple,
but if you don’t focus on what you are supposed to do, your business will never grow.
Judging from the quality of service in many businesses today, that is precisely what
most of us have done. From my many years of experience and research, working with
major corporations has convinced me that one should enjoy long-term prosperity
because they have been consistent in their willingness to re-examine and to improve
on the basic fundamentals that others regard as obvious. And the most obvious and
overlooked of all is the value of a satisfied customer!
Let us think for a moment and consider how valuable customers are to our business.
Can they give us the business we want? Obviously yes; it all depends on how you
manage them. They alone will make it possible for you to earn the income the way
you want your business to operate. Treat your customers well and they become your
best source of promotion through word-of mouth advertising. This is one of the most
marketing powerful tools available. Giver your customers good value in products and
services and they will continue to reward financially year after year. Does this sound
familiar to you? It is that simple. The greatest assets in any organization are its
customers. Without them, there is no business and no company.

Little Known Secrets
Have you ever noticed how some organizations prosper when new and repeated
customers keep returning year after year? Others just generate enough business to
subsist until eventually they collapse. Why are these successful businesses doing so
well while the unsuccessful ones aren’t? Well, if you were to ask them, the successful
owners would each give you a different solution for winning and keeping their
customers for life. There must be something that they all are doing correctly which
convinces customers to keep coming back to buy their products or services. As Carl
Sewell said :”We needed to create a customer service system. I tried to learn from every source. This is
hard. It takes time. But once we decided to be the best, we were on the right path.”

Carl Sewell and Paul B. Brown
Many of us will forget this wisdom all too quickly. Let me prove a point about customers
that shows how they will remember you – either by default or by excitement over the
particular event. Emotionally, they will never forget you and they will keep coming back
to you. In over twenty-five years working as a professional in customer service and in
teaching in the automotive industry, I have discovered that the greatest thing is to
spare no effort in finding the best way to understand customer behaviour in different
situations. Here is a story that illustrates the very fundamentals of human behaviour,
the greatest business secret that you will likely remember.
One day, while I was standing at the front door of our workshop reception area, a
customer came to entrance after paying the bill for servicing his car. There was a
heavy downpour of rain outside and was in a hurry to run to his car, some 70 meters
away. I asked if you needed help and gave him one of my favourite umbrellas which I
rarely used. I told that he could keep this umbrella as a souvenir. At that time, he had
no idea I was the Service Manager of this workshop. Four months later when we met
again, he was unable to remember my name but he definitely remembered me as the
person who gave him the umbrella and he truly appreciated what I had done for him.
From that time on, he has been a repeat customer, even though he knows that our
prices are higher than at some other places. Furthermore, he recommended some of
his friends to our workshop. Compared to some sales promotions were people often
give away umbrellas and people don’t remember the giver, the personal touch in this
situation made a difference.
This demonstrates the point that people tend to remember an event emotionally more
than they do merely from things given away, this which have no emotional attachment.
Here are two basic lessons that this story teaches, and these basic lessons apply to
every customer you meet.
•

Every behaviour has a related situation, just like the customer who needed
help (customer behaviour) because of the rain (an event).

•

Future behaviour depends largely both on a past event and on present
behaviour. If the situations are rewarding, the chances are great that the
desired behaviour will be repeated.

It is simple – your desired reward depends very much on more of these behaviours
happening. How does this apply to your customers? To prove my point, let’s apply
these two situations to where you work.
•

When a customer, or potential customer, visits your workshop to have their
car serviced, they will experience certain feelings as a result.

•

Their future behaviour – whether they will continue to visit your workshop –
depends largely on their past experience with you. The more they feel
rewarded, the greater the likelihood that they will be your customer for life. The
less they are rewarded, the lower the chance that they will return to your
workshop. They will become someone else’s customer and their money will go
elsewhere.

Another know secret is that a customer’s behaviour is cyclical, it will keep repeating
itself over and over again. What do I mean by cyclical? Let us consider the way we
reward our customers. After a while, this way of doing business becomes selfperpetuating.
•

If you are good to your customers, they will keep coming back to your
workshop because they like you.

•

If they like you, they will spend more money and not only that sometimes they
will bring their friends, and they are your potential new customers.

•

If they spend more money and bring their friends, you want to treat them
better.

•

And if you treat them better, they will keep coming back and the cycle repeats
itself.

When I first thought of giving a customer a lower price than everybody else, I realized
that this is not what the majority of customer’s truly want. So, we began asking
customers what they didn’t like about doing business with us. And it became obvious.
In short, winning and retaining customers depends on how you reward them. Whether
they are aware of it or not, that is one thing that all successful customer-driven
organizations do. While strong communications media and advertising may attract
newcomers and they may persuade people to become your new customers, keeping
them for any period of time will depend very much on how well they are rewarded.
Furthermore, the rewards themselves will encourage your customers to tell others
about your wonderful service, which in turn will bring more new customers to your
shop. These rewards can be summarized as little known secrets to grow your
business.

You may wonder why I chose to subtitle this book, “Little Know Secrets To Grow Your
Automotive Business”. Obviously, it is because of the fundamental principle that will
possible make your business grow successfully. If you have any doubts, try operating
a business that does not reward its customers and see how long it will take you to
build a comfortable business. Not only that, you will have to work long hours just to
make a decent margin to survive in this business.
Why do I call these little know secrets? Because although in actuality they are known
to most everyone, people do not always apply the right principles when approaching
customers. Have your ever been a customer yourself who was not treated well? Would
you ever think of returning the shop in the future? I’m sure that will agree with you that
you would not. Many of us apparently don’t know or are unaware that our business
livelihood very much depends on rewarding our customers. I remember one day when
I was in our customer reception area, an Irate customer was talking to my Service
Engineer. The customer said, “I think you have it backwards and don’t realize that you
are the overhead which I am your profit”. Logically, there is some truth to what the
customer said. Without the customer, there is no profit; without profit, there is no
company and you are not employed. That is one of the reasons why I call them “little
known secrets”.
Have you ever thought of something that looks easy, simply and obvious yet is so
often ignored and forgotten? There is a saying, “Progress is man’s ability to complicate
simplicity”, it’s easy to lose sight of valuable customers who make your business
possible.
One of my favourite explanations of how customers become forgotten comes from the
company where I have worked for many years. It started with the vision and mission
of how the company should approach the next millennium. We all worked very hard
toward achieving this vision. Because we were in Customer Service, it was our duty
to advocate ideas and to make changes to meet the challenges that we would be
facing in the near future. It takes much effort, time and research to determine the
changes necessary in the culture and image of a company.
Management was very supportive of our new ideas and plans which they in turn
implemented. Sales and services were growing tremendously – double the figures
forecasted. It looked very simple and people just asked what was so difficult about
changing behaviour. What they forgot was that it was not the behaviour that changed
but rather mindset of people. That is why the company has spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars engaging consultants and trainers to identify the needs of the
people in the company before they could handle customers the ways they do now.
When new management moves into place with different opinions and new concepts
from different industries, sales become slowly depleted. Quality of service and
performance slip and you are the last one to know. Sales begin to plummet and the
customers just aren’t coming back. You blame it on the economy, the competition, the
environment, and anything else you can think of instead of looking within your own
operation where the real source of your problem lies.

Chapter 2

HELPING IS BETTER SELLING
A little secret that I would like to share with you about a money-making principle in the
automotive industry is one you may already be practicing. You know that I am telling
the truth when I say that you can help people and still actually make money from the
business. It is natural that anyone starting an automotive business will intend to make
profit. One thing that we tend to forget is the need to provide good service and to help
customers solve their problems. Before I explain this principle and help make it work
for you, let me share with you this true story so you can really practice it.
Some years ago, I used to tell my colleagues not only to work hard but also to work
smart. I was at our Service Centre one day when a customer just walked into our
workshop and told the Service Adviser, Mr William Tan, about some squeaking noise
coming from their car’s brakes. This new care was just delivered to him about a week
ago and he was in a hurry on his way to his office for a meeting. The customer was
concerned as to whether or not it was safe to drive his new car. William knew about
the problem with the car and instead of telling the customer it was all right to drive, he
loaned another car to the customer and asked him to come back after his meeting with
peace of mind.
After the meeting, the customer returned to collect his car and William explained what
he had done. The customer was happy and accepted his explanation. He became a
regular customer who continually spends more money in our workshop. Not only that,
he also introduced a lot of his friends to our workshop. The secret formula for William
to succeed in retaining his customers is how well he approaches his customers doing
business. Now, if you were to analyse this case :
a) The most important goal for William was to create and to retain
customers. William understood that without customers, he would be without
a job. The first thing William did was listen to the customer and observe the
customer’s reaction. He realized two problems that he had to solve: the
customer was in a hurry for a meeting; and, he was concerned as to whether
or not his car was safe to drive.
By observing his customer’s reaction, he realized that if he had told the
customer that it was all right to drive his car without a good inspection and
testing first, the customer would have doubts and no peace of mind for his
meeting.
Alternatively, he could ask the customer to wait, but that would make him late
for his meeting. Many people, including service providers and their managers,
believe that their primary job is to make sales for their company. Without
doubt, making sales is important, but making sales provides only short-term
income while making and helping customers brings both long and short-term
income. Which scenario would you prefer?

In the case of William, he concentrated more on keeping his customer
satisfied than on making the sale. He could hold back the customer and
recommend services that the customer may not even need. On the other
hand, the customer was in a hurry for a meeting. In the customer’s mind, he
would not accept anything William said. William had good foresight and
advised the customer regarding his car after he returned from his meeting.
b) There is a big difference between helping out and selling to a customer.
You may be selling to a customer something they may not need. Helping a
customer provides what they really want. This approach boils down to the
attitude or behaviour of a person. Traditional selling is manipulative. Selling
service to a customer need not be so.
So, help your customer to decide on the service needed. Discover what your
customer wants or needs and see if you can match it with what you can
provide. If not, advise your customer as to what they should do. In the
automotive trade, very often the customer tries to determine what services
you have for their car, then tries to match them with what they want.
Being a layman, sometimes inappropriate decisions are made and blame is
placed on others for doing the wrong thing. Being a professional, William
listened to his customer carefully, not only solving the car problem but also
helping his customer be on time for his meeting by loaning him his personal
car. He had actually implanted the “help” in the customer’s mindset. Selling
creates sales. Helping customers to decide creates satisfied, steady
customers.
c) People love to buy things and hate to have problems. Think about a
beautiful new car the first time you brought it home with all the accessories
installed: sport rims, car CD, spooler, anything that makes a car look the way
you like it. Did someone sell it to you? Obviously not. You bought it, you wanted
to install all these accessories, and you were proud of it. People love to own, to
acquire, and to spend money on such things. It makes us feel so important and
successful.
But, let us assume the new car turned out to be a real problem, repeatedly
being brought back to the workshop in an attempt to solve a problem. Did you
still be the car or fit all those accessories you wanted? Probably not. Some fasttalking, sweat-tongued con man sold you the car and accessories. You blame
the Service Provider for doing a poor job on your car and you feel shortchanged. Like it or not, this is human nature.
The Principle of “Helping Is Better Than Selling”
I started a new business when I asked some of my referral customers, “How would
you like to join me in selling a product”? Many of them responded that they don’t like
approaching other people. But when I asked them again how many of them would like
to help people and made extra money, suddenly everybody became interested and
asked me how. Why would so many people to help and make extra money but not like
selling? They think of selling a s stressful, unpleasant, manipulative, arm-twisting

activity and want no part of it. Generally, not many of us would enjoy forcing products
or services on people that they don’t want or need. Obviously, this is not a meaningful
activity. Practically all of us find it enjoyable helping people attain what they need or
want. And that explains precisely the principle that helping is better than selling,
instead of thinking about what you make, or sell, or do for a living.
Let me share with you my personal experience in helping people earn money. I am a
lifeguard instructor and become a commercial diver by profession. One day, I was
relaxing with my family at the Port Dickson Yacht Club in Malaysia.
The President of the St. John Ambulance and Red Cross Society Dr. Rama
approached me to help train their members to be lifeguards. I turned them down with
the excuse that I did not have the time. But when they mentioned, “Wouldn’t you
want to save people’s lives at beaches in Port Dickson?” and “There have been
many drowning cases every month.” That touched my heart and I decided to go
ahead and train their members to become lifeguards, without any charge. I was
satisfied solely with what I did.
Later, my good friend who was a Shell Engineer asked to give swimming lessons to
his 4 years old son and 2 years daughter. In return, he would buy lunch for me.
Before long, more and more people who wanted their children to receive swimming
lessons came to me yet I could not have to many lunches at one time.
More and more people were requesting swimming lessons for young children,
teenagers, and housewives, naturally with the permission of the club committee. It
just so happens that the President of the club was also the President of the St. John
Ambulance. So, my friend became my swimming manager and collected fees from
every student. I didn’t even know how much he charged per student. At the end of
the day, however, I also earned a lot of money just by helping people.
Paying more attention to what customers want and need, helping them to decide
which service is best for them, and making them feel good about it is the best
principle for everybody who works, and not just for sales. Whether you are working in
a factory, warehouse, workshop, production line, or office, even if you rarely ever see
a customer, they are the ones who pay your wages. So, anything you can do to
improve your products, services, and customer satisfaction contributes to the future
of your own livelihood.
Let me share something is useful in our thinking. If you would start out each morning
thinking, “I want to help as many people as possible today” instead of “ I want to make
as money sales as possible today”, you will agree with me that you would have a more
easy and open approach to your customers and would make the desired sales. He
who goes out of his way to help his fellow customer be happier and enjoy an easier
way of life is simply exercising a means for earning the highest income.
Obviously, the principle of helping being better than selling turns out to be one of the
most powerful tools in your selling approach. It is no difficult to convince someone who
sincerely wants to help other people. All of us, regardless of our occupation, whether
rich or poor, can benefit immensely by answering this question. “How can I be of
greater help to our customers?” In reality, we tend to give more in our work or in

business than in any other place. Sooner or later, the money and satisfaction you
receive will be proportional to the service you render to the others. Sometimes, you
give more and sometimes you receive more. But sooner or later, it will strike a balance.
Helping your customers is your top priority in your job. Service sales and turnover
quotas and standards are important, but they are only a means to an end. And that
ultimate end is to create and to keep your customers. If you take a few minutes in the
morning before you start work and ask yourself, “How can I be of greater assistance
to my customers?”, you are actually generating ideas. Keep them somewhere or write
them down in a diary that will help you serve your customers better and keep them
satisfied.
In fact, if you have a brainstorming session, answering this question will help you
resolve many problems. Try the principle of helping people more than selling in your
job for one or two years and you will never do business any other way. Even if you
don’t make any more money, which is highly unlikely, you certainly will feel good about
yourself and you will make it a good habit.
The Principle of “Helping Is Better Than Selling”
Sometime in a bad market situation, the economy up and down trend affection the
business in the motor industry. The rough times we have to overcome to ensure the
stability of the company.
Let me share my story during the economy crises and with company having a lot of
politic in management, at the time I was a workshop service manager with a company
selling truck cranes. Because of management politics I was transferred to take over
the sales of truck crane which has been kept by Sales Division for more than a year
that never sell a single unit truck crane.
I was put in a position not my choice, either stay with the company or resign from the
company? Because of my family situation, I have no choice to stay with the company
selling “UNIC” truck crane together with four sales executives who have been 20-30
years of crane sales experiences. In terms of the product features of our UNIC truck
crane we lose out to market competitors. For first 2 months, we have not made a
single sales?

For the 3rd month, I told my sales executives give me a reports of those transport
companies that had visited, company issue, problem they are facing, and complaints
they had. After my analysis I told my sales executives not to sell truck crane, we sell
services for transport company, providing them with solutions and improve productivity
for their transport business.
It was a trial on the first transport company, we managed to sell 40 sets of “UNIC”
truck cranes, in 3 months we cleared the one year stock in the inventory. In principle
we are just helping and they bought the truck crane from us. What was my satisfaction
and benefits being into sales division;
1. Managed to enrol myself into study “Marketing Management” in Ngee Ann
Polytechnic and also got my Chartered Marketer in UK.
2. What I’ve learned had put into practice for myself.
3. I achieved the objective getting all the truck crane.
4. Later I was head hunted by Shell Refinery to setup a Land Transport in Pulau
Bukon that involved all transportation on the island and crane operation.
When applying The Principle of “Helping Is Better Than Selling” and got rewarded
coming from different directions. It’s good to think of others than yourself.

Chapter 3
MANAGING YOURSELF TO IMPROVE
STRATEGIC THOUGHT
First, you must have a good, overall understanding of what it takes to win and to keep
customers. The next step is to document all those ideas and to prepare mentally to
work at that moment of truth and at these moments of customer contact. At that time,
you have to manage yourself so that you can achieve higher levels of satisfaction and
success and can experience lower levels of stress and frustration. You can use this
Customer Satisfaction Approach to management yourself.
•

Understand your thinking and thoughts, reactions, and behaviour, all of which
are interrelated.

•

Determine your perception about the service issues and activities.

•

Identify the positive and negative aspects of perception and self-talk in your
customer’s mind.

•

Use your best self-managing skills to move effectively towards the Customer
Satisfaction Approach.

Let’s pretend that we’re in an Automotive Service Centre and you are one of the
Service Providers. In every way possible, you have to handle the situation, whether or
not you have customers. Before you can manage your customers well, you must be
able to manage yourself effectively. And managing yourself well is a matter of
understanding all these factors behind you which give the support that is needed.
Resistance To Change – Why do people resist change?
When people are enjoying a comfortable life, they will invariably resist change. They
do not want to learn things over again. Sometimes they forget that the world is always
changing, particularly in market competition and technology. In particular, less
educated people tend to resist more, especially after the age of forty, preferring to use
their age as an excuse.
When I was working with one particular company, the staffs were encouraged to
register for Information Technology (IT) and computerization training. Yet most the
older staff and those who had been in the company a long time were reluctant to take
up this challenge. They said, “ Why do we need to go into IT when we are producing
the same quantity of products you want?” Instead of supporting Management, they
resisted. This is because their minds were influenced by the fear of being unable to
cope with this new training, fear of failure in their learning.

They feared damage to their pride if others were to laugh at them. As a result, they
feared the possibility of losing their job. On the other hand, Management often has no
choice if they want to survive in a competitive market. They must think about
productivity, invest in new technological equipment, and change their strategy to
compete in this new market environment. It’s just like sailing into a new and strange
land. The captain of the ship has to decide what to do and the crew has to follow. And
if the crew decides not to follows, the ship might not be able to cross the channel.
Simply telling their staff about changes in the market environment was nothing a waste
of time.
So, Management encouraged every staff member to purchase a computer for their
own use at home and the company would subsidize 50% of the purchase price.
Knowing that most people would be excited at such proposal virtually guaranteed
acceptance of their plan. And sure enough, three months later, all the staffs have no
excuses for not learning how to use computers because they all had their own
computer at home.
I will try to compare the Automotive Service Centre to a bicycle. Basically, the job
and technical part of it is comprised of the technicians who are carry out their job
with technical skills, product knowledge, policies, and procedures which they must
know. This represents the back wheel of the bicycle. The will move on and on until
they are asked to stop.

The people in the frontline of the organization have to be patient, courteous,
empathetic, and friendly with good communication skills. They have to interact with
customers every day. This represents the front wheel of the bicycle.
The gearing of the bicycle gives us the “flexibility” of changing speed that
emphasizes the willingness and ability for us to shift between job and people
dimensions, depending on the customer’s needs.
Finally, are we willing and able to control our emotional responses in order to
manage the interaction positively with our customers? This is the bicycle’s
handlebar. Following the bicycle concept will guide us to the direction of helping our
customers.
There is more to understanding a human being, especially adults, than people think.
In line with the bicycle example, let us analyse how people think and feel about what
we do. In the bicycle metaphor, the job/technical dimension people fear is making
mistakes. In reality, technicians think negatively, convinced that they must always be
right and the customer must be wrong. However, with positive thinking, we can learn
from our mistakes.
People Dimension: People generally fear rejection. We often become more
concerned with convincing everyone to think like us than with being helpful to
customers. If you have to focus on yourself to build your self-esteem, you will
eventually learn that self-esteem is not dependent on how many people like you.

Flexibility Dimension: When it comes to flexibility, people fear pain and discomfort.
Often, we just try to avoid it rather than adjust our thinking in the realization that the
discomfort is only temporary.
Self-management Dimension: This is the fear of failure. If you only think of winning
when you deal with customers, you not only lose the sale but also lose a good
customer. Think in a positive manner knowing that with confidence, you don’t have to
lose in order for your customer to win. You will be in a win/win situation. In an Asian
context, we feel that we have to play “Taichi” to win a customer’s heart. We let our
customer win and thereby make him believe in order to build confidence in his mind;
and we will win our customer. It’s just like when we are courting our wife, we let her
win the first time and when you have built your trust and confidence, she has to
believe what you say. This is the way we can change a person’s behaviour by
changing their mindset and their perception.
When you understand the person’s Experience, Perception, Self-talk, and Behaviour
(EPSB) you should be able to manage yourself and your customers effectively.

Experiences are things that have happened to a person in the past, and we often
feel that things are going to repeat themselves the same way again. Normally, a bad
experience is easy to remember and the feeling is always negative.
Perceptions are the way we see things based on how we think they “should” or
“should not” be. It has some similarity to an experience.
Self-talk is the internal conversation you have with yourself; it’s just like talking to
yourself. A lot depends on how you approach your self-talk as very often, it is
negative. This happens because we tend to take longer to establish the habit of
positive thinking.
Behaviour is what we do as a result of what we tell ourselves. And behaviour
changes because of self-talk.
The best strategy is to change your self-talk to the way you want things to be. And it
will change your behaviour and your perception slowly while the past experience will
diminish.
Once, I was at the front reception when a customer approached one of our Service
Providers explaining the problem with his car. Suddenly, he raised his voice and
said, “You people are all the same. You like to charge a high price but do nothing.” It
happened that this gentleman was an accountant by profession and he is very
careful with his spending. I went across to talk to him and asked why he was so
upset. I was patiently listening to his problems. It was a brake job that was done by
another workshop. And it was not properly carried out as the same fault reoccurred
within a very short period. Now, let’s analyse this case.
1. He had a bad experience before.
2. The way he sees things, that shouldn’t have happened.
3. In his self-talk, he is telling himself that he is going to be cheated again.
4. This happened especially when he heard that the price for the repair here is
higher than at the other workshop he had visited.
5. He felt that he had no choice, that the job had to be done. This was the
reason why he approached our Service Provider in such an aggressive
manner.
You must realize one thing, that you are not resolving the problem with the car’s
brake but rather the human behaviour problem here. In this case, we have to change
his self- talk, to act in a manner so as to bring his insistent behaviour to a
comfortable level. He
has to appreciate that he has come to the right place. We have to give clarity of our
repairs and reassure him with our warranty for our work. Being an accountant, he
was quite reluctant to pay the repair price because he did not want to pay twice for
the same job, the first of which was not done by us. He was indecisive, so I offered
to have him pay for the cost of materials only and to waive all labour costs. He

quickly accepted my offer and later he found that the job we did was far more
reliable. Now, he has become a long-term customer.
All of us have experience different situations in which the Service Provider not only
met our needs and expectations but also did or said something that was so
exceptional that we remember it clearly, even if it happened years ago.
We can remember such incidents because the Service Provider did something or
provided something that was personally significant to us as individuals or particularly
important to us at that moment.
Many of us may think that the key factor to exceptional service is to give our
customers more of something. In fact, the things we generally remember are some
of the basic characteristics which are pleasing because they are unexpected. You
have to take little or no extra time to do them and it costs nothing and only involves
doing something better or in a personal way that sets your organization apart far
from your competition.
All this can happen when you pay close attention to your customers as individuals,
commit to their achieving satisfaction, and are willing to provide the level of service
that you can be proud to have associated personally with your name on it. This is the
key factor in gaining a competitive advantage and the sources of higher satisfaction
for you and your customers.
Motivation – What motivates me?
Motivation comes from a person’s inner self. If a person considers an automotive
profession for his career, naturally you would say, “I need to go to school and learn
more about the automotive industry, whether it’s technical or management aspects
that will enable me to reach me destination.” He will think of studying or gathering
whatever knowledge he needs that can help him reach his goal.
Regardless of the cost, he will be prepared to pay for any available training. He will
meet with people who think the same way. This will influence, enhance, and confirm
his thoughts which will further emphasize his need for improvement. People are not
necessarily motivated solely by money but also by self-satisfaction as the key to their
success. Accordingly, they will be prepared to spend their time and effort in
achieving that self-satisfaction.
Many people believe that motivation leads to action. But sometimes, in reality, it’s
just the opposite – action precedes motivation.
Challenge – Why do I take on this challenge?
People need to take on challenge to succeed in life, to be willing ambitious, and not
afraid of failure. These are the people who take risks and move quickly through their
career path by being successful in their business. You don’t need a degree to be
successful, whether in building a career or a business.

As you know, some businessmen without a degree often have people with one
working for them. They may not necessarily be a thinker but they definitely are a
challenger. There is nothing in the world that you do which may not fail. The question
is how will you strategize your success? If you are afraid of failure, you will never
succeed. If you are thinking of failure, you will fail. Going to towards failure doesn’t
mean you fail but rather is an opportunity for you to succeed. In the old days, did
people ever think they could fly? Yet today, we take this for granted and take planes
to fly from one country to another all the time.
If somebody thinks this principal is impossible, they’re wrong. I have a friend who
went to Kuwait to work on construction projects just after the Gulf War crisis ended.
People were saying that he was crazy to go there. He could get himself killed. But he
brought courage and positive thinking along with him.
In two years, he made a fortune for himself. Imagine, if he were not the one of the
first ones there, he would not have found this gold mine. People asked him if it was
worth risking his life? Can you guess his response? “If you have to die, does it matter
if it’s in Kuwait? Your life is planned by God. You can just as easily die in your own
country.” He also said, “If not now, when? If not you, who? Are you ready?” His
positive thinking has brought him success his business, which has enabled him to
achieve his goal of personal satisfaction.

Chapter 4
GOOD COMMUNICATION IS THE BEST WAY TO RETAIN
YOUR CUSTOMERS
The little secret to succeed in communication lies in having full knowledge of the
needs, expectations, and attitude of customers. So, according to changes in
customer tastes and preferences.
Here are some important key issues you may want to consider. They can help when
you communicate with your customers.
Customer feedback is an essential piece of management information.
The customer who has been asked their opinion will express their feelings, needs,
expectations, and true desires. There is no point in just saying that some customers
who provide feedback are simply tired of your company. Customers will go
elsewhere if they decide not to take advantage of whatever you are offering.
Eventually, you and your business will come under critical scrutiny; some of you will
become redundant because you are under-utilised.
So, customer feedback is indispensable, even if it does seem to be a waste of time
attempting to attract customers who make negative comments. It is good to invite
them to express their views about service improvements to management. In most
service organizations, systematic mechanisms for securing customer feedback can
be a reasonably inexpensive source of valuable market research. Furthermore, the
mechanism can generate useful information for the marketing strategy in an
organization.
This way, the customer feels that they are important because they were just asked to
complete a questionnaire. Of course, this will help customer service to spin-off from
this response with the objective of creating a feedback process. Mind you, some
organizations pay little attention to questionnaires and interview responses because
merely having a feedback process is insufficient in itself.
For some organizations such as hotel chains, tour operators, airlines, and banks,
using a questionnaire has become a standard approach for them simply because
others are doing it, even though their questionnaires generally are poorly designed.
From my experience, you often see the questionnaire left behind in a hotel room, on
a restaurant table, or at a service counter. At the end of the day, how many
customers will make an effort to fill in that questionnaire? Research shows that
barely 3% of customers will take the trouble to complete it. Just imagine how much
time, money and effort was put into this process, yet the task is incomplete.
Probably, customers will fill in a questionnaire when they become angry or frustrated
with the service. Is that what management wants? Is management serious enough to
attain feedback from their customers? This is why communication becomes
important to everyone who handles customers. We define communication as a twoway process, yet often it seems to be only one way.

A questionnaire is a form of communication. It only works when a customer responds
to the questionnaire. So, it’s the duty of the Service Provider to ensure that their
customers respond to the questionnaire. Again, in the minds of customers, they will
ask “What is the benefit to me of answering this questionnaire?” When creating a
feedback channel, think about a complete process that gives you the mileage that
you want from your customers and ultimately benefits them as well. Here is a simple
process :i.

Think about entire questionnaire that you need to present to your customers
to help improve your organization.

ii.

Test it out with your internal customers, obtain their feedback, and observe
their reactions when answering these questionnaires.

iii.

Before implementation, make sure that the people responsible for these
questionnaires know what to do. Don’t look solely to the Manager but also to
the person who has direct contact with the customers – the receptionist,
bellboy, house-keeper, cashier, salesman, service provider, etc. They may
even have to interact with customers while they are completing the
questionnaire.

iv.

Obviously, timing is important when giving out a questionnaire to customers. It
is essential to identify the right time and the right place.

v.

What are the benefits for customers answering all these questionnaires? To
understand the rationale behind them, customers need to sense a level of
emotional feeling in your questions.

Another form of communication occurs during your conversation with customers.
Many of us do not realize that poor communication can lead to futile arguments,
stress, general unhappiness, and problems rather than to co-operation. All these will
adversely affect your relationship with your customers, eventually causing a loss of
business in your organization. In discussing Customer Service, we talk about being a
good listener with our customers.
Very often, this does not happen because we tend to talk more and to listen less. Let
us now consider some of the mistakes made by most people when communicating.
How can you listen effectively?
Analyse your listening power. Only by mentally checking the words used by others
can you be assured that you are interpreting their message correctly.

Service Provider :
•

“It is the company policy.” Interpretation : Are you telling me you don’t have
the authority to help me?

•

“Let me be honest with you.” Interpretation : Are you saying that you have not
been telling me the truth all this time and now you are telling me half the
truth?

•

“Our technician did not cause this defect.” Interpretation : Are you saying that
I’m lying to you, that the problem does not exist?

•

“Your car has not been serviced for a long time.” Interpretation : Can’t you
afford to service your car?

•

“It is a common problem with all cars.” Interpretation : Are you telling me that I
purchased the wrong car?

Customer:
•

“The repair cost is too expensive for me.” Interpretation : Are you telling me
you want a discount or that you cannot afford the repair? People don’t see the
value in it.

•

“I don’t mean to be rude to you but ....” Interpretation : He is rude all right and
is showing his frustration.

•

“Do you understand me?” Yes sir, I understand you.” Interpretation : Actually,
he doesn’t understand me.

To enable our minds to analyse spoken words for their true meaning, we must listen
carefully. It is easier to talk than to listen – very few people listen intently.
The problem lies in people enjoying talking; they don’t want to lose their pride or
social stature. This could be one of the reasons that we fail in communication. When
a person is talking, a non-listener will rack their brain searching for phrases that will
destroy the other person’s argument, or win their respect. Our natural instinct is to
rehearse our response while the other person is talking.
However, if you want to serve your customers well, you have to make an effort to
listen and listen well. The only way to learn what your customer wants is by listening
carefully to what that person is really saying.
Here are some general guidelines for effective listening;
1. Put in more effort when the speaker is boring – when they speak in
monotones, lack enthusiasm, or have a very dull subject. Your extra effort will
prevent you from switching off mentally.

2. Relax yourself – never allow your anger to affect your listening. You want to
win- win situation, so your mind-set must change and be positive.
3. Take notes, if necessary, so that you will not interrupt the speaker. In this
case, your customer feels that you are responsible and serious about your
business.
4. Do not come to any conclusion until you have heard everything your customer
has to say.
5. Do not permit any distraction that will affect your listening. Noises, a
telephone ringing, the flicking of lights – such distractions should be excluded,
if at all possible, so that you can listen quietly.
6. Do listen intently for the facts as they can assist you in any further
investigation.
7. Do not switch off your attention to those facts just because you may have
heard them before. You can easily identify if there is no genuineness to those
facts because of inconsistencies in their presentation.
Obviously, body language helps a lot in communication. The right posture and
gestures will not only help you to remain more alert and focused but also give the
other person clues that you’re really intent in what you are saying.
Relaxation and concentration are the keys to success in becoming a good listener.
Obviously, many of us take for granted that we have understood what our customer
said. No one can listen with full concentration with their heart beat racing, fingers
drumming on the table, or fists clenched. That’s characteristic of the half-listener, the
type who sits forward, leans on the table, shoulders hunched, waiting to disagree
vehemently with everything that is said.
A good example is when you meet with an irate customer. If you are not relaxed and
concentrate on what your customer says, you probably will lose your patience and
fight back. By half-listening, you may lose the argument altogether.
As another example, if you are in hurry to go somewhere and someone is talking to
you, you often don’t relax and concentrate on what they are saying.
To be a good communicator, you have to recognize those non-listening signs. If
necessary, you should ask questions and confirm that you have understood them.
When your turn to listen comes, you have to listen carefully with no urgency to
interrupt. The best way to d this is to take a pen and paper and write down
everything that is spoken.
Whatever your objective in business, if your desire is to retain your customers, then
you must listen intently and understood correctly what the person means. Although
some people may interrupt, a good listen should never interrupt a conversation. Let
the speaker say everything they have to say. Only when you know that they have
fully communicated every single point are you in position to communicate effectively.

Let me share with you my experience when I was a Service Manager in charge of
service and repair of Volvo cars. One day, an irate, frustrated customer came and
spoken with me about a problem with his car. He just talked and talked to me for
more than half an hour. Finally, I had an opportunity to speak to him and to explain
what I could do for him. After talking for some time, the customer felt that something
was not quite right because he realized that I was not being defensive. I took it easy
and was relaxed because I understood his frustration and why he was so angry.
Suddenly. He was lost and became indecisive about what he should do next.
I offered my suggestion to him and he accepted without any questions. The success
of my communication with him had produced a win-win situation. I was relaxed
without saying anything when he was talking to me. At the same time, I analyzed
every word he said. Suddenly, a solution that I could offer him came to mind. I would
not have been able to think of a solution if I had not been relaxed myself.
Communication Problem
In the olden days where we lived in small villages, everybody knew each other quite
well, and they did business with no communication problem. It was a one-on-one
transaction between the merchant and their customer whom they knew very well.
Today, it is unlikely that we know our customers very well at all. It all depends on our
instinct in understanding their needs, the result of different cultures, races, countries
and environment. Now in particulars, most organizations depend on their employees
to handle this task. Worst still, if they are not trained to become good
communicators, it is unlikely that more and more employees will become involved in
a particular transaction thereby increasing the chance of miscommunication and
errors.
Here is one example. One day, a customer with whom I was playing golf telephoned
his secretary to get the driver there. Being a non-golfer, the secretary was in a hurry
and called the driver to meet his boss at the golf course. What my customer actually
meant was the golf club “driver”. My customer knew what he wanted, but his
secretary was to focused on the word “driver” and did not clarify his request by
asking a simple question, like “You mean your driver Ahmad?” the name of the
company driver. Had she done so, then obviously she would not have made a
mistake.
Sometimes, making a communication error can be very inconvenient. Here is
another classic example. A customer called the Hong Kah Appliance Repair Shop
and said. “I would like my washer to be fixed.” A lady at the reception answered the
call and said, “I will send a technician right away. Could you give me your address
and telephone number?”
In a very short time, the technician arrived at the customer’s house and asked the
customer what was wrong with his washing machine. “Oh, it is not my washing
machine.” And the customer said, “It’s the washer in the kitchen faucet. It has been
leaking for many days. Can you fix it?” The unhappy technician said, “Why didn’t you
explain this to my receptionist properly so that I wouldn’t come here to repair the
wrong thing? Furthermore, I may not have the right parts.”

Obviously, the customer was unhappy when he heard that, feeling that he was to
blame for not communicating properly. The receptionist had focused on the word
“washer” and the customer never realized his request was misunderstood.
The customer was not pleased, nor was the technician. The technician was annoyed
that he had to make a service call for something as simple as a leaky faucet when
the customer was under pressure waiting. Even worst, when the bill was given to
him, he became more annoyed and said, “Wah! This is expensive?”
This entire situation could have been avoided if the receptionist had simply asked the
customer for more information. “What kind of washer?” “How serious is the proble?”
“Can the repair wait until the technician is available?”
Never underestimate the power of word. It conveys one meaning to one person and
another to someone else. But the problem arises when it the message goes through
too many people and become distorted by the time it reached the last person.
There is a saying.....
“Words can have no single fixed meaning. Like wayward electron, they can spin
away from their initial orbit and enter a wider magnetic field. No one owns them or
has a proprietary right to dictate how they will be used.”
By David Lehman
Good Sound System
The volume and value of your voice are equally important when communicating to
someone. Especially someone new to you or someone you have not seen before. A
person who lacks the ability to speak clearly and talk quickly, who mumble or is
hesitant in their speech, will not be able to communicate effectively. These are few
characteristics that will affect the communication. Sometime, people have a problem
of confusing the other person without being aware of what they are really trying to
say.
They Mumble Quietly
Have you ever listened to a person talking to you and you begin to wonder what they
are trying to say or perhaps think that you need a hearing device? They swallow half
their words, rarely raise their voice, and keep on talking to you monotonously. They
cannot communicate effectively because no one understands and concentrate long
enough on what they are saying.
Well, if you have, just compare yourself with then and see how different you are in
not doing the same thing. One day, I was in a shop talking to a Customer Service
lady who wore a bridge on her teeth. I had a difficult time hearing what she was
saying and I kept on asking her, “Excuse me, what did you say?” I felt so badly
asking her again and again so finally, I gave up on the conversation with her
altogether.

Do you ever face people you are talking to who ask you to repeat your words? Or
have you ever spoken to your colleague in the office where their eyes were looking
up at the ceiling? These are some of the signs of not understanding what on earth
you are talking about. Of course, there is a way to overcome mumbling your words.
Just keep practicing speaking louder and more clearly and you should be able to
improve tremendously.
Technical Jargon
Misunderstanding happens when people try to speck too quickly and some words
are missing or are not words commonly used. People who speak this way normally
don’t realize what they are doing. For example, when a technician is talking to a
layman, very often the technician will assume that the layman understands all the
technical jargon. This is a common occurrence in an Automotive Service Centre.
Here is an example of a technician attempting to express a point of view on a repair
job to customer with no automotive technical expertise.
“.... I want to discuss with you the problem in your car’s gearbox (or some call it the
transmission) that the idler gear doesn’t mesh with the main gear, the circlip pin must
have come off. Probably the main shaft has worn out causing the loud noise.....”
As a layman, he may not know where the gearbox is fitted nor the components in the
gearbox. What is important to the customer is simply to have his car fixed safely for
driving, to know how much the repair will cost, and how long it will take.
Here are some tips for taking good care of your voice.
a) Clearing your throat or coughing can damage vocal tissues. In fact, vocal
tissues work best when they are moist. It is a good idea to drink 8 to 10
glasses of water every day to maintain thin, fluid mucus around the vocal
cords.
b) Limit your drinking and smoking. Both alcohol and caffeine can dry out your
mouth. If you have drink or smoke, try to drink a lot of water or Chinese tea to
counteract their negative effect.
c) Try to relax any muscle tension caused by stress. This can make your vocal
tissues tighten up, which in turn ultimately can lead to tissue damage. A
relaxation technique such as meditation, yoga, deep breathing excises, and
relaxation of facial muscles will help to keep your muscles loose
d) Modulate your speaking tone. Having good posture and using a mid-range
conversational pitch when speaking can alleviate unnecessary stress on you
voice. It is equally important to relax during leisure times. If you drink a lot at a
wedding celebration and yell for “yam sing”, you may pay for it the next day
with a hoarse, a raspy voice.

e) Imagine your voice as a musical instrument. With proper care, your voice will
reward you with a smooth, humble, authoritative, and masterful sound, one
the people will take pleasure in hearing There is a saying:
“....Speech is an arrangement of notes that will never be played again.”
F. Scott Fitzgerald
So, to improve your vocal system, the first requirement is to have a good stance
which will give you self–confidence. Breath in deeply to ensure maximum power
behind your words.
Flex your tongue and exercise your jaw for a few minutes. Use vowels effectively.
Free movement of your tongue plus flexible lips are essential to give you proper
speech formation. It is best to practice this in the morning before you go to work.
Good delivery of your speech is essential. Use a nature pitch with no strain or
artificiality. Use common and simple language, words that are important to a group.
Build your voice with quality tone by expressing it from your heart to attract interest in
your speech. A quality voice helps to express sympathy, anger, and all other
emotional feelings. Variation in pace and effective pauses will also help in good
speech delivery.
If you want to increase the use of your voice and words effectively, practice these
few thing every day:
a) Take in a deep breath and control it for 20 to 25 seconds;
b) Read aloud daily for 10 to 15 minutes;
c) Practice the formation of words and learn a new word every day;
d) Stand in front of a mirror; practice your voice projection, and speak forward.
Speaking effectively also means using words that are easy for you. Correctly
phrasing the words helps your fluency. Building your vocabulary will increase your
word power. Correct punctuation helps the effectiveness of word presentation. Try to
avoid using jargon, slang, and technical terms when specking with non-technical
people. Words that have a sharp meaning will hurt people’s feelings.
A conversation between a Service provider and his customer in as Automotive
Service Centre
When Ms Pamela Tan, a customer, enters the service reception area, Mr Gazali, the
service provider, focuses his attention on her with a smile and says.....
Gazali: Good afternoon, Ms Tan (Giving a warm welcome customers feel good
about.)

Pamela: Hello. I’m a bit early, but I took a chance that my cay would be ready. If it’s
not ready, that’s alright. I will wait. (Some guilt in her mind.)
Gazali:

No, no, no. It’s done. I was just going over your repair order. Perhaps, you
would like to wait in the customer lounge. There are coffee and tea there;
help yourself to a drink. (Trying to be generous.)

Pamela: Good. Let me know when you are ready. (Firm and confidant.)
Gazali:

Are you in a hurry?

Pamela: Yes, a little. I have some shopping to do before I go home and then
prepare dinner tonight. (Trying to command.)
Gazali:

Well, at least your car is ready. As soon as I’ve gone through the Repair
Order, you’ll be on you way home. (Giving her assurance.)

Pamela:

I appreciate that. Gazali hands over the RO to Pamela. He gives her a
moment to look it over, then speaks. (Looking at her eyes while she was
reading.)

Gazali:

Does it look as though we’ve covered everything for you? Should you
have any questions I’ll be happy to answer them for you. (Asking a
confirmation question.)

Pamela:

(Reading through the RO.) Yes. Yes, it looks like everything is in order.
(Pamela looks up at Gazali.) Yes, but it is expensive. (Somehow not quite
satisfied.)

Gazali:

I appreciate your concern. Ms Tan. The 60,000km maintenance is a
major check-up for your car. It’s a time when some important components
need to be replaced so that your car will continue to run well and safely
for your driving. (Appreciation for telling him.)

Pamela:

Yes. I suppose so. Still.... (Looking at the Ro and talking almost to herself
as she was reading the jobs done.) Change oil, engine tune-up, change
filter. Hmm. The timing belt is a little bit expensive. (Trying to figure out
what all these are.)

Gazali:

Yes or no. But if the belt breaks, it’ll cause more damage to other parts
and will cost you even more. It would be necessary to replace the belt.
(Giving his assurance.)

Pamela:

Well, you have a point. (Looking at the RO.) What are these brake pads?

Gazali: We discovered that your car’s brake pads were completely worn out. For
your safe driving, it is advisable to replace them. Beside all these, are you
happy with what we have done to your car? (Asking for confirmation.)

Pamela: Well. I’m happy with what you have done, but I still feel that the price is
expensive. (She is happy except for the price.)
Gazali:

Not to worry. What we have done includes a six-month warranty. Our
concern is for the safety of your car. (Added benefit for the price she pays.)

Pamela: Thank you. I appreciate what you have done. (Confirms that she is
satisfied.)
As you can see during this conversation between Gazali and Pamela, they have both
listened to every word said and they are responding appropriately. Can you imagine
if Gazali did not handle his conversation properly? He likely would not retain his
customer for long.
In any business, communication is one of the most crucial elements and you may not
realize that you are losing millions of dollars if it is not handled effectively. No doubt
your technician also know how important it is, but if your Master Engineer can’t
communicate well, you will lose business.
Good communication between customers and a Service Provider, between a
management and employees, between piers and colleagues, and for all negotiators
is an essential ingredient in the ultimate objective of a caring society as well as to a
company and their customers.

Chapter 5
UNDERSTANDING COMMON HUMAN FEARS
Humans – We are living in a world filled with feelings and emotions
We are born into this world with a lot feelings and emotions without which we are
unable to survive. Because of this, we fight for survival. When we are hungry, we
look for food, but when we are uncomfortable, we will not take the risk or trouble to
do it again. When we see a sad movie, we cry, and when we see Michael Jackson
singing we shout.
What makes us do all that? It’s a nature instinct of every human being because we
are not fully in control of our emotions and feeling. Some of these feelings and
emotions can be positive or negative – it all depends on the situation. Imagine if a
person is insane. They will not have these same feelings and emotions. So, a normal
human being will make changes to suit their needs. And our behaviour is controlled
by these emotions and feelings.
Fear – Why are people afraid to do things with which they are not comfortable?
What if they have no choice?
What makes people afraid? People are afraid of losing their job. People are afraid of
the dark, sickness, and death, amongst many other things. FEAR is the main culprit
that makes you afraid. Fear is a state of mind, nothing else. But it is so powerful in
the human mind that it can actually destroy it.
During the Stone Age, the natives moved around during the day looking for food. But
when night came, they looked for a place to settle to protect themselves. We are
afraid of the dark because we can’t see. Just imagine being thrown into a dark room.
Suddenly, you feel sacred and your heart keeps pumping so fast that you don’t know
what to do. You will behave aggressively. Slowly, when you see light again, your
behaviour starts to return to normal.
The same thing applies when you fall sick and obviously you don’t want to die. Just
because a doctor tells you that you have cancer is no justification to shout at or
become abusive towards him. Usually, you will try to find fault with others. Your
behaviour changes and suddenly you become aggressive.
Your temper flares up towards a person who gives you such information because the
terrible word “cancer” is not something anyone wants to hear. The thought of dying
instead of making the most out of life is definitely unacceptable to us.
The greatest means of overcoming fear is to provide useful services to others. Busy
people have no time to think about dying. They find life too thrilling to worry about it.
Sometimes, the fear of death is closely associated with the fear of poverty where
one’s death will leave loved ones behind in poverty.

Symptoms Of Fear – How can you tell if a person is afraid of something?
Fear is universal in human behaviour and its effect can be fatal to any person’s level
of achievement. Primarily, fear will destroy initiative and discourage the use of one’s
imagination.
The major symptoms of fear can be seen in people’s behaviour from the look on their
face to their body language and the way they talk. For instance, if someone were to
ask you to speak in front of an audience, your reaction would be quite different from
how you would normally feel in a one-on-one conversation. It can be very stressful
and cause you to feel ill.
No one really understands how or why, but positive thinking can help a person
release this tension and stressful situations.
Self-consciousness: People are often very timid when conversing with strangers
and they become extremely nervous, as can be seen by their expressions and
movements. They may feel very awkward in such situation and their hands and limbs
begin to shake, their eyeballs shift, and so on.
They may feel very uncomfortable when others look at them. You can understand
their behaviour by observing their reactions to such situations.
Indifference: This is commonly expressed through a lack of confidence where a
person is unable to tolerate mistakes made by others. They may not even willing to
compromise and accept something as compensation. They have a fear of rejection
and do not want to accept any explanation for failure.
Personality/Self-esteem: People often worry that others will look down on then and
laugh at them. Their personality normally does not include humbleness. They may
become very aggressive yet the truth will show in the colour of their face.
This type of personality will reveal their inferior complex. Such a person will express
self-approval through words and actions as a means of covering up their feeling of
inferiority. They will lack firmness in making decisions, person charm, and will
express their opinion indefinitely.
They habitually will avoid meeting people, especially people they don’t know. This
habit shows that they are more of an introvert then an extrovert.
Lacking Initiative: This shows in a failure to embrace any opportunities for selfadvancement, a fear of expressing their own opinions, a lack of confidence in their
own ideas. Such people give evasive answers to questions from their superiors.
They have a hesitancy in their manner and speech.
They become deceitful both in words and deeds. In part, they can’t be bothered to
think because they may feel that thinking is just a waste of time.
Lack of Ambition: mental and physical laziness, a lack of self-assertion, slowness
in reaching decisions, being too easily influenced; the habit of criticizing others

behind their back, accepting defeat without protest, or quitting a discussion when
opposed by others; suspicion of other people without cause, a lack of tactfulness in
manner and speech; an unwillingness to accept the blame for mistakes.
Worry: By their expression, it is very common for them to find fault with others, to be
neglectful of their personal appearance, to scowl and to frown; strong intemperance
and lack of self-consciousness.
Indecision: They develop the bad habit of permitting others to do all their thinking for
them; they just stay on the fence. They cannot think of anything original and prefer to
have others decide for them. Many such people are merely followers and have no
potential to be leaders.
Excessive Caution: Overly cautious people tend to be more to look on the negative
side of every circumstance, thinking and talking possible failure instead of
concentrating on the means of success. Believing that all roads lead to disaster, they
never search for a plan to avoid failure. They wanted to wait for the “right time” to
begin putting ideas and plans into action. And before they know it, that waiting time
has expired.
There is tendency for such people to put off until tomorrow what should have been
done last year. The time spend excuses is often more than sufficient to have
completed the job in the first place. This symptom is closely related to worry and
doubt. And in most instances, they will refuse to accept responsibility when this
problem can be avoided easily.
Comfort Zone – Why are people afraid of moving out of their comfort zone?
What does fear have to do with the automotive industry? It is especially important
because we are dealing with customers. Without them, the company will be unable
to survive. Understand the basic principles of fear and you should be able to handle
your customers easily.
Almost every customer come to a Service Centre either in an IRATE state,
INSISTENT mood, or with an INDECISIVE temperament. And they invariably come
with a negative attitude. Their subconscious mind is more likely to influence their
thoughts with a bad feeling originating from their more reasonable conscious mind.
Understanding their negative feeling, you can counter it with a positive one.
Throughout the automotive trade, personnel commonly have a fear of making
mistakes. Generally speaking, they think that they are always right because they are
a technician or engineer and therefore must know more about cars than do their
customers. On the other hand, customers do not want to lose either. Thus, fear of
failure convinces them that they should not fail; that they must always win. Then,
when a person is being rejected by a customer, they wonder why the customer
doesn’t like them.
Ultimately, they continue this painful process without being flexible while the
customer fights to maintain their comfort zone. The end result – you may win the
battle but you will lose a customer.

Self-development – Can I overcome the obstacle of fear?
It was so difficult at first but ultimately a blessing with this person because I learned
the hard way by facing customers every day – that was my job. So, it took me a
while to understand customers’ needs. It was a challenge to me yet I have managed
to overcome such obstacles. Actually it was real fun dealing with customers. I
thoroughly enjoyed working with them and view the experience like a jigsaw puzzle.
So, whenever I have to handle such a situation, I use the four-quadrant matrix of
prospective to deal with behaviour and fear.
Behaviour changes from time to time as a result of different conditions. But
somehow, it remains within certain parameters. Past experience and the present
situation creates changed in one’s behaviour. There is no single recipe that you can
apply to handle a particular situation and also make a customer happy. Through this
learning process, which evolves through a lot of practical training and selfdevelopment, I have discovered how it can be used to build good customer
relationships.

Whenever I deal with a customer, I always like to use the Four-Quadrant Matrix as a
guide to help determine my optimum approach in customer interaction. Thinking
positively is always the first step in conversing with a customer. Our attitude and
feeling towards them does impact on how the customer feels about us.
You must “maintain a satisfaction atmosphere” if you want to communicate soundly
and establish “warm and fuzzy feelings”, ones which are almost too good to be true.
Actually, it has been proven that your attitude towards life can improve your
communication skills and reduce your job stress. Those attitudes which seem to help
the most are optimism, hope, and above all, a feeling that you do have some degree
of impact on the quality of your own life.

Type of Conditions

You must “maintain a satisfaction atmosphere” if you want to communicate soundly
and establish “warm and fuzzy feelings”, ones which are almost too good to be true.
Actually, it has been proven that your attitude towards life can improve your
communication skills and reduce your job stress. Those attitudes which seem to help
the most are optimism, hope, and above all, a feeling that you do have some degree
of impact on the quality of your own life.
How Life Can Be Positive Thinking
I am not suggesting that you should deny life’s dark side nor interpret every tragedy
as a blessing. But when tragedy does strike, try not to give in to desolation or create
some fatal outcome. Concluding that you personally have been singled out for
suffering, refusing to see any silver lining in the situation, and abandoning all hope
are not the best recipe for helping your customer. Such attitudes are no way to
improve your sales. Try to recognize that your customer’s grief and pain, however
real and deep, are only part of a larger picture – and that this picture includes many
elements which give the pleasure of success and meaning in business.
A bad attitude can drive customers away. Interaction with people is vital to your
customer service sales. Human beings are social animals. So, it’s no surprise that
people thrive when they have good relationships with friend, family, and other people
in general. More surprisingly, perhaps, is that these relationships cans also affect
your physical outlook – and not just because being nasty to your customers and
arguing over what is right or wrong keeps them from obtaining the best service that
you have to offer. In your role as Service provider, we want you to work at being as
self-sufficient as possible. We all know that it’s much easier to blame others – our
parent for not bringing us up correctly, our school teacher, our employer who fails to
manage company properly, and the government which very often changes their rules
and regulations which affect us.

We believe that because of these people, our life is a failure when actually, only we
are responsible for our own success and how to make it happen.
When thing don’t go your way, you start pointing the finger to blame. Yet, every
successful person I’ve ever known has the attitude of success being empowered by
their mindset.
Attitude definitely influences the level of customer happiness or unhappiness. But
some customers like to make you feel that your poor attitude caused disruption in
your business or is distancing you from them. Walk the other way if anyone tries to
make you feel guilty for their not being treated properly if in fact they display
emotional problems. This even applies to Service Providers who do provide good
service when there are no obvious signs of technical problem with the vehicle.

Remember that even if you can’t change your customer’s behaviour, you can change
your own attitude towards them! If you need help, talk to an automotive professional
or consultant to determine whether or not technical assistance, support groups, or
other customer approaches might help you.

Chapter 6
SOLVING HUMAN PROBLEMS RATHER THAN TECHNICAL
DIFFICULTIES
Technical Difficulties – Can a technical problem be solved?
Most of the time, we tend to focus more attention on technical problems than on
personal ones when a customer comes to see us in the workshop. It’s a natural
approach. Although the problem arises from the car, the customer tells you that they
need their car badly, that they are late for work, and they need transportation back to
their office. At that moment, you must understand your customer’s needs. Being
Service Providers, we invariable focus more on technical problem than on the needs
of our customers.
I refer to this as the technical approach. Are we dealing with the car or we are
dealing with the customer, or both, and which comes first? Clearly, we must take
care of our customer first. You can never go wrong with that approach. I refer to this
as the customer service oriented approach. Any logical Service Provider will care
more for their customer that for their car. So, my advice is to focus on yours
customer’s problem first and solve the technical problems later.
In any business, we have to look for business and not expect business to look for us.
But there are still many businesses out there still waiting for customers to come to
their shop. They even expect customers to come to them with a friendly approach
every time. We call the motor service trade a cowboy business because customers
rarely come to us in a friendly mood. Customers generally are difficult and perplexing
to handle. The reason for this is very simple. They need help because they cannot
resolve the problem themselves. You many read a lot about customer service, taking
care of customers, etc., etc., but you most likely have not received proper, practical
training in dealing effectively with customers.
Focus – Are you paying close enough attention to your customers?
Most of the time, you are unlikely to pay close attention to your customers. You are
either too busy with your job or you are not interested because you have a busy
schedule to meet. When a customer is talking to you, you may feel in your mind that
they are telling you to hurry. So, don’t be long-winded but stay focused because if
you act otherwise, you actually may not be paying attention and that will only anger
your customer. They will feel that you have no manners and that they should deal
with somebody more helpful. Thus, you have injected negativity into their mindset.
To provide good customer service, you have to be a good listener. Always be
attentive, digest every word they say, and handle the conversation professionally. To
make a customer feel comfortable, ask as many question as possible. You customer
will feel better when you show interest in their concerns. The problem is that they will
tell more than you expect. Don’t be afraid that your customer may have some
negative comments. You simply need to handle discussion in a controlled manner.
This is just common sense and everyone can do it. Your only challenge is in having
to overcome any obstacles. Some of which may be rather difficult.

Human Behaviour – How much do you know about human behaviour?
Understanding human behaviour is often a challenge to many people because the
behaviour of each and every one of us changed from time to time. What make a
person’s behaviour change? People can go from being irate to being insistent,
indecisive, or comfortable. People change their behaviour every day. Many people
will say their behaviour depends on their mood.
Although we tend to agree with each other at times, people react differently because
of their past experience. Everybody has emotions and feelings, even animals. We
are born as creatures who think and decide on how we can overcome certain
feelings and emotions.
We have to be focused and concentrate on our mindset. Most of us will agree that
our body is controlled by our mind. If our mind is in a negative mode, then our body
will react negatively or our behaviour may even become defensive. So, what should
we do? We must control our mind to be positive thinking so that we behave
positively.
Mindset – why customers have negative thoughts?
People have negative thoughts because of “Fear.” They do not want to do anything
outside their comfort zone. Such people tend to be less ambitious in making their life
successful. It’s different for a businessman who accept challenges and risks in order
to be successful.
The common fears of all human beings include fear of poverty, fear of criticism, fear
of ill health, fear of loss of love, fear of old age, and fear of death. And when a
person accepts a lot of negativity in their mindset, they are not willing to consider
different solutions to their problems so they simply take the easiest route possible.
There are times when fear can be an advantage or a disadvantage in a particular
situation. People may comment despairingly about what you are doing while actually
doing the same thing themselves, essentially indirectly telling you not to do
something just because they are doing it.
I remember when I was working for a company where there was an job opening for
the position of Service Manager. I knew that a lot of executives would be applying for
the job. One smart executive told everybody that the job was no good, that it
included a lot of pressure, that the product you have to deal with was inferior, and
that you would have to resolve a lot of problems yourself. You will be responsible to
management for profits and losses.
Because the product is not so great, it will be difficult to manage sales and if you
don’t achieve management’s objectives, you likely will lose your job and have no
means of returning to your previous job. These negative comments influenced the
mindset of every executives applying for this job. Finally, he received the position
himself.

Our mindset is the greatest thigh that we control in life. We have choices everyday
as to how we go about our actions and how we choose to perceive things. When I
wake up on the wrong side of the bed or am exhausted from a day’s work, I remind
myself that my mind is a powerful thing and that I can do whatever I want to do. We
may think that this approach appears comical to others, but it means a lot to me. As
far as I am concerned, it’s simply a matter of putting mind over matter, and good
behaviour can take you a long way in life.
Managing Behaviour – How can you manage a customer’s behaviour?
If a person’s mindset in not positive, they will react in a defensive manner. They may
be thinking and talking of possible failure instead of concentrating on success in
what they are doing. Their habit may be to put off until tomorrow what they should
have done last year.
Basically, people often have difficulty changing their mindset to that of positive
thinking. We need an open mind before we can shift our perception to see things
differently. It all depends on the individual and on how much their mind has been
filled with negative thoughts. The solution requires reinforcement of change, whether
it is voluntary or involuntary or through motivation or hard rules.
Once one’s mindset has been changed, their perception will change as will their
behaviour. It’s just a matter of mind over body and we have to take control of our
mind. Some people take a longer time and some take shorter time to change.
Conversation – how would you interest your customer?
Sometimes, it may be difficult for you to think of a topic that will interest your
customer. But you have to start somewhere in your conversation. You can begin
perhaps by discussing the weather and follow that with the subject of a golf game or
a fishing trip. Or you can begin by asking your customer what they do on their
weekends. By asking questions, you should be able to discover your customer’s
interests.
Make the topic more interesting by asking questions. By nature, people will tell you
what they know. Remember, never argue with a customer, even if you know the
topic of discussion well. The reason we are taking this approach is to move their
thinking to a positive mindset.
You would agree that if a person enjoys something in particular, be it hobby, work, or
something they like to do, they will be very positive and confident. And this is the
mindset we want to have when dealing with our customers.
Let share an experience I had one day while dealing with a customer who was the
Chairman of the company. He was most unhappy with some problem in his car. He
felt embarrassed when he had to pick up a VIP guest from the airport. He wrote a
very nasty letter to my boss, after which I was instructed to go to meet with this
customer in the office.

I even had to make special appointment to meet him. When I stepped into his office,
I noticed the decor and the arrangement of his office was very special. It appeared to
have been arranged by geomancy or what we call “Feng Shuai” in Chinese.
Many Chinese believe that “Feng Shuai” will bring them good luck. While I was
walking toward to his desk, I noticed a photograph of him with one of our Ministers
wearing a golf outfit and posing themselves like golfing professionals.
He asked me to sit down and I started our conversation with Feng Shuai and his
golfing with the Minister. He proudly talked about these two topics for more than half
an hour.
Finally, he asked me the purpose of my visit. When I mentioned his car, he told me
that this was a small matter, that he trusted me, and that he was confident that I
would be able to handle the problem myself. Our conversation went smoothly and
before I left, he even gave me a token of appreciation which I accepted graciously.
My approach was very positive. I told myself that I was there to help my customer. I
broached the subject with positive thinking and stayed positive throughout our
conversation.
This is my secret of success, providing a win/win solution with my customer. This
comes from my lengthy experience with many customers over the years. Recently, I
met with a good friend of mine in Philippines, My Reynaldo M. Zeleta, and we talked
about our experiences in the motor industry.
He said, “It is better to travel one kilometre than to read one hundred items from a
book.” I agree with him because experience cannot be learned from school or a
university. You have to be emotional and feel the actual situation.
Customer approach – Can you deal with a customer without encountering any
problems?
We invariably experience some fears in beginning a conversation with a customer or
a stranger, so we need an easy way to break the ice. People always ask me how I
begin a conversation with a stranger.
Actually, it is simply a matter of looking them directly in their eyes and asking a
question which is common to most layman. Begin with a positive conversation. This
will force their mind into positive thinking.
Don’t begin your conversation by moving immediately to the problem with their car.
This will add a negative ingredient to a customer’s mind. And it will harder to bring
them back to thinking positively again.
There are two reasons for a customer to bring their car to your workshop. Wether
their car is due for normal maintenance servicing or they may be encountering some
particular problem with it. So, begin by assuming that they are coming to you for
regular servicing. You can begin your conversation by asking how they like the
weather today.

Most motorists coming to your workshop arrive with a negative mindset. You can tell
by their look. Accordingly, it is our job to divert their mind from any negative thinking.
Have you ever experienced looking at someone’s face and observing that they are
afraid to start a conversation? You just end up staring at each other.
In such situation, I begin my conversation by telling them that I think I have seen
them somewhere before. And 80% of the time the person will say “Yes”. Even if they
had not seen you before, they may think that their memory has failed then and their
mindset will tell them to agree with you for fear of being embarrassed.
It is only human to do nothing and at the same time not want to lose face. Using
communication as a tool to shift a person’s perception and mindset is the means to a
win/win solution, providing you use it correctly.
The trouble is in how to begin a conversation. A lot of people tell me that they have
tried this approach but with no success. Yes. There is a difference in whether you do
it with a positive mindset or a negative one.
That makes all the difference when your customer looks at you. Have you ever
asked yourself what your customer thinks about you? Or have you ever convinced
yourself that your customer is taking advantage of you?
Good conversation will lead you to discover your customer’s needs. Their feedback
can be very useful to you to identify new means by which you can serve your
customer better.
I have been asked how I can change my customer’s mindset. In fact, I don’t change
their mindset. I use our conversation to shift their thought process toward positive
thinking and I put negative thoughts in their mind only if I feel they should reject a
particular situation. So, communication is a valuable instrument that you can use
successfully in your approach to customers.

Chapter 7
MAKING IT SIMPLE WHEN HANDLING DIFFICULT
SITUATIONS
Our first concept is to overcome a customer’s complaint regarding something we can
do or provide for them. It is not the customer who has the problem – it’s us!
Everyone within the company has to understand that they have customers.
Obviously, customers buy products and services which jeeps the company in
business. However, there are many people in the company who may not accept the
fact that they have customers. It’s essential that everyone in the company identify
their customers and the products and services they provide. Even internal staff can
be your customer.
So, everyone in the company has customers. And no matter how well you organize
your business, you are bound to face problems from time to time. Whether or not you
retain your customers will depend largely upon your ability to handle the situation
and to sort things out as you go along.
Experience has shown me that by using a constructive approach, you are more likely
to achieve a positive result which is acceptable to both the customer and the
company. Handling a difficult situation skilfully will improve your chances significantly
of retaining customers.
A customer is only human and they don’t always act the way you would like them to.
They become irrational, irate, insistent, indecisive, and sometimes quite rude.
How would you respond to a customer when they shout at you, or blame you for
something that was not your fault, or interrupt you when you are trying to explain
something?
Many years ago, people used a threatening situation as a basic technique to
approach customers. For example, you may say to a customer, “You cannot drive
your car because the brakes are not effective any more”. Although this tactic may
still be useful, you have to be careful using this approach as you may quickly lose
your customer.
Good customer service has enable mankind to cope with extreme situations for
many years. It is normal for people to react instinctively when faced with difficult
customers; they do it in one of two ways.

Both of these reactions are quite normal, but both will result in lost customers. If you
want to stay in business, you are dependent both on keeping existing customers and
on attracting new ones. Everyone must help to develop skills that are more
appropriate in dealing with difficult situations in the automotive industry. Let’s look at
the few possibilities when dealing with difficult situations.
Imagine that you are dealing with an IRATE customer. What are the things you
should avoid doing at all costs? How can you identify IRATE behaviour? Obviously,
you can see it from their body language, their face, and their tone of voice.

Don’t get dragged into it and become angry yourself. Choose to manage your
own behaviour so as to be calm and appear helpful.
Don’t be defensive. Your customer is just complaining about the product or
service and not you personally.
Don’t answer with a flat “No” to a customer who is expecting something more
from you. Whenever possible, always give them an alternative.
Don’t pass the customer to someone else and release your responsibility.
Take a personal interest in and responsibility for helping them.
Don’t blame someone else or another department. Your customer will not be
interested in knowing who is at fault; they just want results.
Don’t make promises that you cannot fulfil or make excuses to escape from
the situation. This will only make things worse in the future.
These are important things not to do and you need to heed them all during your
discussion. Understand that you should do all these because it builds up your
relationship and confidence level when you are managing the conversation.

You need to acknowledge and to validate your customer’s complaint. Listen and empathize
with their problem. The key to winning over a customer is to bring the situation into their
comfort zone.
Find out your customer’s name and their professional background. Call
them by your name and tell them yours.
Be more professional. Listen patiently and understand the whole
situation.
Let your customer “blow off steam” if necessary before attempting to
handle their problem.
Show that you care about their feelings and that you will do your best
to help them.
Identify your customer’s thoughts regarding a potential solution/
discuss it with them and how it may work. Offer alternative solution.
Ensure that you fully understand what the problem is and verify your
understanding by asking a lot of questions.
Develop your own principle of under-promise and over-deliver. Identify
a solution which you’re able to deliver using the time and resources
available to you.
The most difficult situation is when a customer has conflict with a company policy
and you cannot offer them an alternative. However, the answer is simple if you
handle them properly by including the following points in your discussion.
First, you must understand your customer’s legal rights and what the
company policy can provide. The training of Motor Trade Management can be
useful to understand legal aspects of the motor trade law.
Then, find out exactly what your customer wants in order to meet their
requirements by asking questions. Explain the services, policies, and the
procedures when your customer feels comfortable.
Explain why you cannot meet your customer’s needs but never say “NO” to
them. It will raise emotions and feelings.
Show empathy, not sympathy with your customer. Avoid criticizing your
colleagues or the company.
It would be appropriate to remind your customer that you have met their
requirements previously.
Make sure you bring you this problem with the management. If possible,
suggest a proposal to prevent such an occurrence in the future.

Sometimes, we have to deal with a situation where our customer makes a mistake or
misuses the product and they want to claim on the warranty. This is a very common
situation in the automotive trade.

You have to be tactful to handle such situations and avoid causing any
embarrassment to your customer.
Talk about the problem by saying, “Can you show me how you have
been using it?” rather than saying something that hurts your customer’s
personality.
Ask tactful questions as to how the situation developed and suggest
what should have been done.
Giving your customer the benefit of doubt is always a better approach
to customer understanding. Find out what they understand from the
instruction manual and show that you are prepared to help.
True facts sometimes can cause friction. We know what has already
happened yet we may not want to bring up the subject for fear of
causing friction. However, discussing it may prevent such occurrence
happening again in the future.

In an urgent situation, your customer may want you to do something quickly about it.
When fast action is required, you should cover all the following important points
during your discussion.
You must demonstrate action and show that you are doing something positive
for your customer. Customers expect you to do what they tell you or ask you
to do it immediately.
Show expertise and efficiency in carrying out the job correctly. Let them see
how well you work.
Ensure that they are comfortable when empathize with the situation they are
facing. However, avoid sympathy that may place you in a difficult position.
In such situations, you customer may need clarification of what has been
done to his vehicle. Help your customer to understand why it is to their own
benefit that a particular policy or regulation exists.
Offer your customer options or alternatives. Even if none of your suggestions
are acceptable, at least you have demonstrated your willingness to help
instead of just saying “NO”.

It also helps to lower the tension if you are able to help your customer
understand that a regulation or policy has been created for their benefit. Do
not argue if your customer doesn’t see it that way immediately.
Keep your customer informed as to progress of repairing his vehicle. Whether
or not they like the time required to complete the repair, they will be very
happy to be kept informed of your progress.
Sometimes, you will encounter a customer who cannot decide what they want to do
and they expect advice from the Service Provider. It will be helpful to use the
following in your conversation.
Establish rapport with your customer by expressing assurance and offering
clarification. In such situations, your customer will expect reassurance from
the Service Provider.
Confidence is built through trust and integrity. Give them good advice and
they will come to see you again. And repeated business is good for the
company.
Listen for information and place more attention on their feelings. Their feelings
will give a lot of clues about their expectation.
In situations where your customer is uncertain about something, they may be
confused, hesitant, afraid, or shy to say something.
Focus your attention on your customer and don’t be distracted if things are
moving slowly.
Clarify any information that your customer may not understand and let them
know that they are in the right place. Keep the information simple. Avoid
overwhelming your customer with technical details. Be prepared to repeat
yourself.
Reassure your customer that you can handle their problem personally and will
help them in every way possible, even if it takes them a while to make a
decision.
During your conversation, determine your customer’s needs and expectations.
Ask closed questions that guide them in identifying their problems, ones which
can only be answered simply and specifically.
Continue asking closed questions until you gain an insight into what your
customer wants or realizes and is able to clarify.
When you have reached a point of clarify, use checking questions and follow
up with an open question. Checking questions are those which provide
verification while open questions tend to be very general.

Be patient with your customer because the behaviour of an indecisive
customer can affect how you will handle the conversation. Normally,
customers who behave in a confused manner need more clarification.
Behaviour changes very frequently. If you are not listening carefully, you may use
the wrong words during your conversation. Yes, incorrect words will have an effect
on changing a customer’s behaviour. It is important that the message being
conveyed to your customer is not personal.
Otherwise, you will lose their respect. Communication is a marketing tool and it has
to be used correctly in order to be effective. When I talk about communication, I don’t
just mean talking and writing but include body language and behaviour.
Injecting fear into a person’s mind impacts on their behaviour. How are you going to
deal with situations where an abusive customer is interested more in insulting you
than resolving their problem? It may be useful for you to understand the following
points when interacting with such a customer.

o You have to stay cool and remain calm. Don’t take their insults personally.
Just believe that they are complaining about the products or services. They
are angry with the situation, not with you.
o Shift the focus of you discussion from what has happened in the past, over
which you have no control, to the future where you can have some degree of
influence.
o Try to have them talk about the end result they want to achieve rather than
bring up what has happened in the past.
o If your customer continues to be irate and abusive and resists all attempts to
discuss a solution, politely but firmly end the discussion.
o Suggest to your customer the need for a “cooling off period” after which you
will be pleased to discuss the problem later.
o Should your customer still persist in being irate and abusive, then you need
an independent party to join your conversation. Maybe you could ask your
supervisor or manager to help out.

Implementation – How can you turn it around and apply it to Customer
Service?

In summary, we have introduced strategies for recovering from uncomfortable
conversations and for overcoming anticipated objections and barriers, skills you can
use in your job. Hopefully, this chapter will give insight into how to handle difficult
situations and will provide an opportunity for you to make money from your
customers.

Chapter 8
BUILDING A GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR
CUSTOMERS
Customer Perception – Is customer perception important to you?
It has been a long time since I was trying to establish the fact that customers are
able to build close and long-lasting relationships in our business. For more than 25
years, I have learned from talking to many customers in different age groups, income
levels, and types of industries that customer relationships do exist and that
companies have managed them successfully.
I also have learned that there are many factors that contribute to establishing and
maintaining such relationships. I was fortunate to be involved in one research project
with a well-known motor company. And the project turned out to be one of the most
interest and successful ones I have worked on, simply because I learned so much
about customer relationships.
Over these years of experiences, I have tried to understand why customers behave
in a particular manner and how we are able to turn them around and establish a
good relationship. By taking this approach, we have actually earned a lot of money
from our customers.
So building good customer perception and rapport is a vital step in establishing a
good relationship with your customer. Customers always have a suspicious mind
whenever they bring their car to a workshop.
To begin with, they are not sure what the mechanic will be doing to their car.
Secondly, they are not sure in advance what the cost will be but know that they are
committed to pay once they leave their car behind. They are sometimes at the mercy
of the workshop Service Provider.
Normally, a Service Provider will not be able to quote them the actual cost of the
repairs in advance. A customer feels very uncomfortable whenever an “estimated”
price is provided.
For example, if a customer brings their car in for an engine overhaul, the Service
Provider can only give them an “estimated” price of perhaps $3000 while the actual
price may turn out to be $4000 when everything is completed. Until the job is in
process, the Service Provider has no idea what the mechanic may find.
Thirdly, your customer may wonder whether the mechanic is doing the right thing
and what was requested. When a layman customer interacts with a technical
specialist Service Provider, there is bound to be some misunderstanding. The
Service Provider will assume that the customer will understand what is being
provided in the service package and the customer will assume that the Service
Provider understands what the customer wants done to their car.

Fourthly, your customer may be concerned that the mechanic might cause new
damage to their car and charge the bill to the customer. It is a fact that sometime,
part “A” has to be removed before part “B” can be repaired. For example, if have to
replace a brake lining, naturally you have to remove the tire first, and if the wheel
studs are damaged in the process, the customer will be afraid that they would have
to pay for the damage.
Last but not least, your customer may wonder whether the mechanic has received
proper automotive training. All these negative thoughts influence your customer’s
mindset and determine whether they have trust and confidence in what you are
doing for them or are you merely taking advantage of them and making money in the
process. They always have these “fears or worries” in their mind. This is a natural
instinct of every human being. Because of these negative influences, customers will
react differently towards any Service Provider.
One of the main reasons that they may not feel comfortable is that they may have
bad experience before with another workshop. Such experiences can result in their
feeling that all workshop mechanics are the same. Jus seeing a mechanic wearing
dirty clothing can form a bad impression in their mind. There is no right or wrong
answer to all these questions. Just remember the 90:90 rule – people form 90% of
their lasting impression in the first 90 seconds. The only way to improve the situation
is to build trust and confidence with your customers. Give them a good perception.
Feelings – Your customer’s first impression
Building good customer relations begins with the first impression received when they
approach and interact with you. Like it or not, we all form lasting impressions after
meeting someone for the first time. We must remember two important points: you
never get a second chance to create a first impression; and, you need to anticipate
and to manage those very first moments of interaction well.
You should be positive thinking before you begin dealing with a customer. When this
happens, it is like a magic moment. Your customer will feel that you care for them.
This will make things easy for you to deal with them from there on. Again, it is a
natural human instinct. They will begin to shift towards a comfort zone.
Remember, do not have any misunderstandings when interacting with your
customer. The mistakes you make will shift their mind back to negative thinking. As
Napoleon Hill said, “80% of a person’s mindset is influenced by negative forced”.
When good interaction takes place, people will feel comfortable with your mechanic
servicing their car.
Let us imagine the initial contact with your customer. When you are 10-20 feet away,
you will begin judging your customer based on his appearance – his clothing, the
way he dressed, his body language. Looking at his face, is he smiling or angry when
you first make eye contact? When 5-10 feet apart, now you can see better, watching
eyebrow “movement”, the quality of their smile, closer eye contact, and more details
from their body language. When they come as close as 2-3 feet, the quality and
quantity of signals increase dramatically. This is a time you offer a handshake. What
type or handshake is it – firm, limp, moist, etc.? And who is in control of the

handshake? Look at their facial features, lip movement, skin coloration, size of eye
pupils, and hear their rate of breathing.
When you both come together and are standing still, personal space become critical.
It all depends on whether the person is a man or a woman and how well you know
them. Generally, when two men meet for the first time, they feel more comfortable
standing side-by-side, more than ninety degrees between their bodies. As a
relationship develops, you can move more face-to-face.
However, when a man is meeting a woman for the first time, it might establish a
better relationship if he were to stand right in front of her, only moving to a side-byside position as the relationship develop. Sometimes, it is good to learn from your
customer how this theory relates to their personal experience. I tried it many times
with my customers.
When you are dealing with customers, you and your customer will be sending and
receiving lots of signals or messages indicating how you feel, what you think about
the person, and the end result you want to achieve.
To come to a successful conclusion, it is important for you to interpret all these
signals and messages so that your customer can understand what you have said. At
this time, you probably will display submissive, assertiveness, or aggressiveness.
What do understand from these three body languages?
An assertive behaviour will be shown by a positive body language with an open
gesture which will radiate a sense of confidence and readiness to listen to the other
person, in contrast, an aggressive behaviour will be shown by a negative body
language and will result in gestures and behaviour that will put down the other
person. And a submissive behaviour will be shown by a different form of negative
body language which signals their feelings of low esteem and general lack of
confidence and trust.
Signals – What is non-verbal language?
Researchers have discovered that non-verbal signals play an important role in
communication between people. They introduced the “10-40-50” principle. Initially, it
is difficult for some people to accept these figures because it reflects their own
particular experience and behaviour. It was found that 10% of the non-verbal signals
originate from the impression or impact of what is actually said, 40% come from the
way we say it, and 50% are shown from body language which gives silent speed
signals.
Careful segmentation and understanding of this research will make customer
behaviour obvious. The behaviour originating from body language is the one you
most likely will have to handle. Ideally, you should take a soft approach that will lead
your customer to perceive the relationship that you want to build with them.
Customers judge out service by the quality of our interactions with people. The more
contact the employees have with your customer while you, their Service Provider,
are on the frontline, the better. And employee behaviour is the most critical for proper
perception of the quality in service that you will be providing to your customers.

The main behavioural factor in Asian countries is culture; a person’s background and
upbringing are directly related to their behaviour. If we don’t express things correctly,
the relationship that we are building will fall apart and it is difficult to obtain a second
chance. Relationships are not built overnight; it takes months and years to do that so
don’t destroy your opportunities.
Service Improvement – How can a Service Provider initiate improvement?
Before a firm can be improved it services to its customers, it must understand the
two aspects of customer needs: what will form value to a customer’s benefit; and,
what feeds a customer’s perception. How well can you create these values? In my
analysis of the work I do with my customers, I incorporate a value measurement
component that will indicate out company’s performance and the importance we
place on customer’s needs.
With this information, we can determine the comparative roles of each form of value
in influencing the level of customer satisfaction within our firm. We also need to
determine what effects can improve the perception of value, which ones will
establish long-term customer relationship with our firm. I thoroughly enjoy factual
analysis whereby I prepare a quadrant grid to plot the importance of each customer’s
value against our company’s performance in delivering services to our customers.
My interpretation of the quadrant grid of customer importance – company
performance is relatively straightforward and easy to understand. Those values
which fall into the upper right quadrant represent those about which the company
can feel very good; they are of a relatively high importance value to your customers
and the company perceived to be performing well delivering good service to them.
Without a systematic approach and staff commitment, we could never do this
successfully. The greatest mistake occurs if management believes that they can
initiate improvement without involving the Service Provider. That is the person who
will know what customers need and how customers feel about our service. They are
able to initiate improvements because they know their customer’s behaviour,
provided they are prepared to take this challenge through positive thinking.
The formula is simple – just ask this simple question. How many customers are there
interacting each day on average: 30-40 customers per day would amount to 720-960
customers in one month and 8640-11,520 customers in one year. Just imagine, if
they could not initiate improvement in service, who could? So, management has to
get them involved. What will motivate the Service Provider to become involved?
What will they gain through their involvement and why must they do this? Doesn’t
Management respect me? How can I benefit from this?
This depend on Management’s approach to their Service Provider – by force or by
rules? Does it work? Don’t forget, a Service Provider may want to tell everything that
is critical. So, Management engages a Management Consultant who likely has no
automotive experience and they start interviewing the Service Provider.

Management has gone far looking for solution when the solution is right in front of
them. At the end of the day, they pay the Management Consultant a hefty fee to
obtain information from the Service Provider. I was working with one company where
Management did not want to review my proposal.
They engaged a Consultant who knew more about Mass Rapid Transport than about
the automotive business. When I was interviewed, they told me frankly that they do
know much about the automotive industry or customer behaviour in this industry so
they used my proposal to make some changes and then gave it to the Management.
They were paid about $50,000 for the information they obtained from me. In
Management’s mindset, they thought it was better to obtain information from a
Consultant rather than from one of their key employees. At the end of the day, who
implements the proposal, the Consultant?
No! I am the one who implements it. This is why some Management people take the
easy way out to justify a proposal. When you are in you own industry business, you
won’t want to do this unless the person you engage has an automotive background.
You have to find the right person to do the right job.
Profession – What makes me a professional in my job?
A profession is what you see yourself doing. In actual fact, your professionalism is
identified by your own particular specialization in a trade. Everyone has their own
expertise in one way or another. It is you who makes the difference and your
customer sees you as a professional. You don’t need a university degree to be a
professional.
People incorrectly think that you need to be highly educated to become a
professional. Being a professional is determined by the perception of your customer
that you do things in a professional manner. It can be measured if you establish a
yardstick for yourself.
To become a professional in your own trade, you need to have the knowledge of
what you do. For example, if you want to be a professional service adviser, you need
to have 30% know-how on car repairs, 10% salesmanship, and 60% customer
service skills. Now, if you want to be a professional car executive, you need 10%
knowledge of car features and functions, 30% salesmanship, and 60% customer
service skills.
Basically, it is a combination of knowledge that will make you a professional. When a
customer feels that you have done a good job, they naturally will think that you have
done it in a professional manner.
Presenting yourself correctly will give your customer the first impression of you in
their mindset. A good impression will project a good image in the beholder’s mind.
Once they have a good impression of you and add some positive thinking, you will
be able to handle them easily. Your presentation is in the eye of your customer.
Many people think that they provide good service merely by smiling, being polite,
and showing good manners. There is more to it than you might expect. Providing

good customer service is not a one-way street. You can actually teach customers
how to obtain better service. You can start by having them help you through the
workflow.
A good presentation is important to convey your message to your customers.
Whenever you see a customer walk into your service reception area, don’t let
negative thoughts form in their mind. Attend to them immediately, even if you are
busy with another customer. Then, just tell them to wait ant that you will attend to
them shortly.
This is one of the most critical areas that most service advisers neglect because your
customer clearly sees that you are busy attending to another customer and are not
free at the moment. And a customer who feels neglected because nobody pays any
attention to them probably will think that they came to the wrong place. A good
presentation helps to close sales whether product or a service.
All it takes to become a good presenter is practice, and practice makes perfect. If
you are interested in becoming a good presenter, you can join Toastmasters where
you can develop good presentation skills. If you look at many insurance salesmen,
the majority are good presenters.
They can introduce their service so well that people will buy a life insurance policy.
Just ask yourself what they actually do to earn a good income. Anything you can do
to be successful, whether providing a service or selling a product, is dependent upon
perfecting your presentation to your potential customer. In the automotive service
industry, the service provider has the advantage of customers coming to them
whereas a salesman for a product has to search for customers.
Self-Development And Educating Your Customer – how can you improve your
customer’s understanding of your job?
Sometimes, we have to ask ourselves whether or not our customers know what are
we doing to their car? Generally, they do not. Who should tell them? Will they
understand or care anyway? The reason we ask these questions is because
customer need more information about the job done to their car.
And information has an effect on their perception. It is important that a customer
perceive a value in the job carried out on their car. Once they understand the amount
of time and effort that a technician has to spend repairing their car, they will co-relate
time with value and what they have to pay. It’s natural for everyone not to see as
much value in paying for a service as compared to buying a product.
For example, if you buy a car for $100,000, you are very happy to receive the car
without any complaints as compared to the same car being serviced and you paying
$500 and feeling that it is too expensive. Understanding their mindset will indicate to
you the level of a customer’s knowledge about their car. For example, an automotive
engineer will not ask too many questions about their car repairs. Two things will incur
in their mind. On the positive side, they trust the technician doing the job.

On the negative side, they may be embarrassed asking some simple question. As
mentioned earlier, you can actually teach your customer to understand you better.
Just walk them through the workflow. Think about what happens every time you want
to have your car repaired. Most of the time, you will hear, “No problem, be sure to
bring your car in the first thing in the morning.” That is not a good approach for any
Service Manager because everyone will show up at the service centre at eight
o’clock in the morning.
When the door is opened, there will be a long queue of customers and everyone
ends up being miserable and frustrated. Customers have to wait for someone to
attend to them and the people working in the service reception area become
frustrated because their place is overcrowded. That is no way to provide good
customer service, so you have to handle the situation differently.
Let’s say a customer calls to bring their car for service. For everyone, you will say
“no problem”. But when you look at your appointments list, you find that all available
times have been scheduled. You know that eight o’clock tomorrow morning is going
to be a very busy time. If you were to ask your customers to drop their car off in the
afternoon however, nine times out of ten they will say “sure”. If the afternoon is still
not convenient, you could ask, “How about lunchtime or on your way home?” This
tactic is used to provide your customers with the option of an alternative time to bring
their car to your service centre.
By providing alternative times, you are trying to make drop-off process as convenient
as possible for your customers. Moreover, it also helps you because you can write
up the work order at lunchtime or at the end of the day when normally you don’t have
a lot of cars coming in. if your customer brings their car in at 5.00PM, you may
actually have part of the job done before your technician goes home that day.
That technical will have that car waiting for them when they come to work the next
day instead of having to wait for the Service Provider to distribute the workload for
every technician. They may even come in early to work on it. In such situations, not
everyone will bring their car in at the same time. That’s good because by spreading
the jobs around, you have more time to spend with each customer, identifying what
needs to be repaired. This will help you to understand more about your customer’s
needs.
One of the problems you no doubt encounter is having sufficient time with them to
discuss what’s wrong with their vehicle. The more you know, the greater the chance
of your doing the job properly. It is more difficult and time consuming to do a repair
job properly or to provide proper customer service if you don’t know first what really
needs to be fixed or what your customer wants done. Take a few minutes more to
find a way to describe in detail what needs to be repaired or what the want you to do.
It will time well spent for both you and your customer.
Actually, you will be more than happy to pick up a customer’s car when it is due for
service maintenance, like an oil change. But you recommend that your customers
bring their car in to you personally if it has one of these irritating noises or rattling
somewhere. It may take more time to investigate the source of the noise without the
assistance from your customer. It’s just like having your doctor examine you and you

have to explain what’s wrong. They can be far more effective than if they were
simply to prescribe some medicine for you over the phone. Customers are always in
a hurry but you have to explain to them that just spending an extra ten minutes with
you to explain what’s wrong with their car will greatly increase your chances or
repairing everything properly. When you present it this way, customers are willing to
spend that extra time with you.
Nobody wants to come back a second time for the same repair. If they have to
return, imagine the time you have to spend with them again. This is not very
productive and you may still have to charge them for the second time. So, it is
always better to do it correctly for the first time. Most often, spending a little extra
time up front will help to save a lot of time later on. You have to ask customers to tell
you their special requests and desires. By asking questions, you can educate your
customers without offending anyone.
Benefits – What will benefit your customer?
When you create a customer service program, it must be perceived to be a benefit to
your customer. Benefits may not be necessarily be in monetary form. It is important
to show your concern. Once you have done this, your customer will feel great. Let’s
ask a simple question. How much does your customer know about you? Most
organization will provide a company profile that may include too much information
about the company.
Have you ever asked what information a customer needs or why they are bringing
their car to your workshop? Address customer needs rather than give information
that they don’t really need or want. When developing a Customer Reward Program,
there must be the perception of value in the program.
A customer referral program may be a good idea to consider if you want your
customers to tell others about your services, about the quality of the service you
provide, rather than relying solely on word-of mouth advertising. This program will
help you bring in new customers. Have you ever noticed that organization spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars on advertising that never produces positive results?
Many businesses print flyers and leaflets telling their potential customers about
inexpensive services or discount prices. In a customer’s mindset, they will think that
cheap services will result in poor quality. Let’s think intelligently. The service industry
is different from a product industry. When the automotive industry starts to promote
cheap services, it is a signal that you might not do something or may bypass certain
jobs which will not be carried out.
Have you ever thought to realize that it is people who are providing the services?
Naturally, you cannot reduce labour costs. It is different from an industry selling
products because they may be disposing of old stock and thereby reducing inventory
costs or be replacing old stock with new product. For them, their profit margin may
be as high as 80% for a new product so they can afford to sell it for 50% off as the
product goes out of fashion.

The concept is totally different. So, when the automotive industry starts to promote
cheap services, it sends a signal to customers implying cheap workmanship. And in
the future, customers will have no trust or confidence in the workshop which they
have been using.
Trust And Confidence – What will encourage your customer to return?
Trust and confidence grow in a relationship between a customer and a Service
Provider over many years. This relationship is easier to destroy than to build. It takes
years to develop a strong relationship with a customer. Integrity and sincerity of the
company are very important in any automotive business.
That is the reason why serious consideration in this matter eventually will benefit the
company in the long term. A company depends very much on the bottom line profit.
On the other hand, providing good customer service will retain customers in a longterm business. Are you serious about implementing good customer service?
Management must be fully committed to their customers. Otherwise, it is worthless
even being in business. For example, if you have promised to deliver a product to a
customer on a certain day and you are late, you lose their trust and faith to do
business with you in the future. In the event that you cannot deliver the product or
service to a customer as promised, it is good to send and apology in advance. Your
customer will understand your situation so that an alternative solution can be
identified.
This will imply care and concern on your part for your customer. In any business,
there is always a link between one activity and another. However, any good
impression, trust, and confidence you can receive from your customer is very critical.
This is where customer service can be improved.

Chapter 9
RETAINING YOUR CUSTOMERS AND MAKING MONEY
New Technology – How can you make the job easier?
The biggest mistake that Management can make is to think that they can reduce cost
by employing more staff instead of investing in equipment. They tend to forget that
dealing with people is far more difficult than dealing with machines. It also is easier
to employ people than to fire them, especially when a union is involved. Today,
machines can do a lot of things that a man is not able to do it with their hands.
Imagine if you have to diagnose a computerize engine without a machine.
Those days are long gone. With the latest innovations, machines have taken over
from human skills, even though they are created by human ingenuity.
More and more new high technology equipment is now moving into the automotive
industry. Although this equipment may look complicated, it is user friendly and
people are moving toward new technology more and more as competition becomes
stronger and the labour force is increasingly scarce in some countries.
With new technology equipment coming in the market, companies should consider a
new strategy and re- engineer their organization if they want to stay in business.
Gone are the days when people could use traditional method only to repair a car. A
car itself is equipped with computerized systems and you need computerized
equipment to diagnose them.
To large extent, car manufacturers have built cars designed for easy maintenance
and repair provided you have access to new technology equipment in your
workshop. This equipment enables a mechanic to work more efficiently and
productively. A job that used to take half a day or more can now be done on just an
hour.
So, if you are paying a mechanic $15.00/hour, instead of paying perhaps $60.00 for
a particular job, you are now paying $15.00, a saving of $45.00. You can easily have
your Return On Investment from investing in new equipment after repairing a certain
number of cars.
For example, if you have a small dent in a car’s door, the traditional method would
require you to remove the back panel of the door before you start knocking out the
dent. Now, using a spot welding machine, you can do the job in less than half an
hour without removing the back panel.
And new technology equipment makes a good impression on your customers. It
gives the impression of your company being professional in the motor trade. It also
gives your customer confidence in the job being carried out properly on their car.
Being a technician or a Service Provider in this trade, it is important that you create
good perceptions from your customers.

Their good perception will make them remember you and your shop when they
require your services again. This is important if you want more customers to
patronize your shop.
You have no choice but to use new equipment inventions to be efficient and
productive in your business. In fact, the equipment is built to make things easier for
you to service and to repair your customer’s car. Sometimes, we tend to look at the
cost rather the ROI of equipment.
I used to talk to workshop owners about the shock absorber tester and they told me
it was expensive. But when I asked them if they could replace shock absorber on
more than forty cars a year, they said “Not a problem”. In this example, the
fundamental calculation is that you need to replace forty car’s shock absorbers to
cover your ROI and the remainder is pure profit.
Being an Automotive Engineer, I tend to look at what equipment can do for me rather
than how this machine can make money for me. The typical example of this shock
absorber tester shows that it is a money-making machine. Customers know that for
safety reasons, they have no choice but to have their car’s shock absorber changed.
And the use of high technology equipment will give them confidence and good
impression of our professionalism in the automotive trade.
With all this high technology coming onto the market, you have no choice but to
upgrade your equipment to pace with the trend. At least you can remain at pat with
your competition, if not be far ahead of them. You have to encourage your personnel
to go for more training so that they can keep up with current industry requirements.
Sometimes, it is difficult to convince older staff to take on such training.
You have to understand their feelings and their reasons for not wanting more
training. As I have already mentioned, “Fear” is always on their mind. They will tell
you that they are too old to go for the training. You cannot afford to have your
business held back or pulled down by this attitude.
Some organization I have talked to said they can’t cope with their workload. Yet,
when I look at their operation, I see that they are still using tradition work methods.
So, it’s no wonder they can’t cope with the volume of customers coming to their
shop. Clearly, training must be compulsory for all personnel, including management.
Perception – How do you control your customer perception?
If you want to make money from your customers, you must know what they are
thinking about you, right? Wrong! Are they going to give you their business in the first
place? Or are they thinking that you are going to give them good value for servicing
their car or charge high price? Just like everybody in this world, they have a lot of
negative thoughts.
As Napoleon Hill said, “80% of people’s minds are influenced by negative words
which is why fewer than 5% of the population is rich.” And we have no ways of
knowing their thoughts, unless you are able to delvelop into their thinking. This is
what I call searching into a person’s perception.

What makes them think that they are going to give you their business? If they come
to your Service Centre, you have to pass the test before they give you their
business. Their perception is reflected by their behaviour. So, you have to judge
them from their body language and the way they talk to you. You need to instruct
their mindset to give you direction. Basically, their perception is reflected in their
behaviour.
Let us examine their thinking by observing their body language properly. By using
some opening questions, they should be able to give you an idea of what they are
thinking. Although a minority are loyal customers, are they comfortable working with
you in the first place or are they indecisive?
Very much depends on the condition of their behaviour at the time they see you.
They depend on the Service Provider to give them expert advice. When you deal
with customers, you are actually exploring how your customers see you.
Talking about perception, why would you think that your customer would like bringing
their car to your Service Workshop the first place? Is it because your workshop is
clean? Wrong! That is just the beginning of their journey. What would a customer
expect? Do you need a clean place to service your customer’s car?
Efficiency – Are you meeting your customer’s deadline?
It is always wise to expect customer to bring in their vehicle to your workshop. This
will help prevent overload or under-utilization of your facilities and resources. Most of
the time, you will not be able to tell when a customer will come to your workshop.
However, if you can schedule a customer’s vehicle, you can prepare the necessary
resources, like the numbers of technician required and spare parts to be stocked. By
doing this, you actually maximum your resource capacity. Of course, you may not
attain 100% efficiency in your scheduling, but 80% certainly would be acceptable.
Set aside 20% for ad hoc customers who come to your workshop unexpectedly. I
would rather have 80% planned customers than to have 100% unplanned
customers. When you start to plan for your customer coming to the workshop, you
are actually planning for the business you can expect over a period of one year. You
should be able to budget your expenses and estimated the profits you will earn over
that period.
Most of the time, people talk negatively about the economic situation but they never
write down their plan of things they should do to overcome such situations. They wait
and see when the time comes. This is a poor way to manage a company. It is just
like fighting a war without knowing where you will lead your soldiers.
Feedbacks – How can you know what your customers need?
Sometimes, we ask ourselves whether or not feedback is important to us. The
answer is definitely “Yes”. Many people might perceive feedback as a complaint
rather than an informative vehicle that helps the company to grow and to improve.
So, you are putting the wrong cap if you are afraid to have people comment on any

weakness in your business. Such thinking is unlikely to help your business progress
very far. Humans inherently do not like negative comments because they have pride
in themselves. In the automotive world, we face reality, especially when we have to
face different income groups, people of different status, and different cultures.
There is never any single answer to this problem. We face different situations,
different conditions, and different behaviours. Feedback is one means of identifying
customer needs so that you can provide the services that match their needs.
Surveys show that 70% of customers are not as concerned about service, as long as
it isn’t bad, as they are about finding a place to provide any service at all. It is natural
for people to be sceptical as the always want to be a good guy. And they do not want
to offend people.
They fear rejection, so to avoid that possibility, they choose to do nothing. Obtaining
feedback is a direct advantage to your company and an indirect advantage to your
customers if the end result of that feedback provides benefits to your customers as
well.
Service Promotion – What attracts customer to return?
Service promotion is always designed to attract customers to come to your shop.
However, have you ever asked yourself how effective it is? What do you want to
achieve? Is there any advantage in doing such a thing?
Can it be measured? Is there awareness designed to bring customers to your shop
of for some other purpose? These are two different things all together. You may end
up spending more money for promotion than to gain in sales.
Very often, we focus more on the products or services we provide than on the
benefits to our customers. We give gimmicks to attract them to our shop but we are
never certain if they will come. We often spend hundreds of thousands of dollars for
the show and in the end, we find that we have spent more on promotion than we
gained in sales and the only winner is the exhibitor. If your objective is to create
mass awareness, then you had a good idea.
If you want to observe the motor shows every year, most people who attend are just
window-shopping. I asked a few organizations whether they make money for the
shows. Most of them said no. They join the crowd because everyone else is
participating.
There is a syndrome of fear being projected in the industry. Have you really analysed
it carefully to see if it is effective for you to make your money back? Some people will
tell you that they are just supporting the event. And this has been going on from year
to year and never changes.
They often do better, or at least remain at par, with companies who do participate in
these shows. Service promotion can be very effective, however, if you objective is to
promote awareness and to sell off old inventory.

Marketing – What option are available?
The concept of network marketing is basically the principle of duplication and it uses
“word-of-mouth” advertising. This is the most powerful marketing tool available to
inform your potential customers of your products and services.
Traditional advertising can promote a lot of benefits to potential customers, but that
customer may take advantage of your offer only once and never return again. And a
company can keep in spending money on advertising yet never be able to recover
the costs in sales.
Just like Amazon.com, they spend millions of dollars on advertising yet the company
is still in red. Think about it. If you use your customers for network marketing, you are
employing hundreds of thousands of salesmen and you aren’t paying them any
salary. Whenever a customer refers a new customer to you, they will receive benefit
from your company.
In the other words, you are using your advertising budget to provide give-aways to
your customers. If one customer is able to bring five new customers to your
workshop, it is very worthwhile to pay that customer an incentive.
Vision – How do your customers see your plan working effectively?
If you have a referral program and it has a proven track record in network marketing,
don’t you think it would work in your organization? When you have a vision and that
vision involves both short-term and a long-term project, it will remain effective as
long as you consider the benefits to your customers.
Duplication – How can you duplicate your customers?
Duplication is a technique used by franchise companies to expand their base.
Examples of network franchise include McDonalds, KFC, and Burger King which
duplicate their products and services identically in every one of their franchises.
There is no use in inventing the wheel when you could simply apply their valuable
expertise. How would it work in the automotive industry? Think of a plan that will suit
your customers. They will be happy to duplicate your business if they also see a
benefit for themselves. Imagine if you could duplicate your customer base through
actually leveraging your income through other people’s efforts. You only have 24
hours a day, so the amount you can earn solely through your own effort is somewhat
limited.
A smart business is one that enables you to leverage your income through what
other people can do for you thereby producing a win/win situation.
Referral Program – How does it work?
Imagine your ABC Automotive Service Centre starting an Affiliate Club where
Affiliates refer a new Affiliate to your company where they can earn an income. Who
are these affiliates? They are your customers! This would be a prestige club which

would require them to maintain their cars in your Service Centre to qualify as an
Affiliate Member. Perhaps they would have to sign up for a one-year service
program. As an Affiliate, they would be given some particular privilege when
servicing their car.
Customers – How can you reach out to your customers?
In business, you need leads, just as your car needs gasoline to run. So, when you
start a business in your hometown, where do you go from there? Do you sit down
and wait for customers to come to you, do you take action and bring in customers
yourself, or do you work with your team of customers to bring in new business?
You certainly can use your own promotional efforts, like putting up a banner
advertisement.
But, have you asked yourself if that work? Most of the time, it doesn’t. If you are an
experienced marketer, you probably fine generating new leads to be an easy task.
Remember, for most promotions, all you are offering are FREE products or services
that customers will want but when the show is over, they will go to another Service
Centre. So, there is no retention power in this approach to keep them coming back to
you.
There is a much better and very simple strategy. You need to have a lead working
for you – your customer. Imagine if each Affiliate could bring two customers to your
service centre every month. Howe many customers are you going to have in a year?
And every motorist has no choice. They have to service or repair their car and they
can only turn to you or your competition. As each Affiliate joins your Club, more and
more potential customers will come to your business.
Technicians – Can I network with my technicians in this business?
Yes, you can. All you need is to provide them with a profitable business partnership.
You could subcontract assignments to them and at the same time, they could bring
in new business for you. You could provide the working facilities and they could
independently service and repair your customer’s car thereby building a lucrative
business for themselves. These ideas have been proven by many automotive
industries in the United States.
Benefits – What are the potential benefits for your customers and technicians?
As a customer, there is no delay in getting the job done and they can deal directly
with a friendly technician. Because it is the technician’s own business, they will be
treated better than if they went elsewhere especially if they are new customer.
As a technician, this approach provides a challenge in self-development, the first
step in giving them an opportunity to start a simple business. And if they are friendly,
customer- oriented, and hardworking, they will be successful in their business.

Success In Business – How do you achieve it?
When we talk about success in business, a lot of people tell me that you must take
action in order to succeed. Let me share with you that “action” alone will not make
you succeed in your business. Just as exercising on its own will not make a person
healthy. If you see your potential customer to sell them a car, would you be the top
salesman?
Definitely not. Only through consistent action like eating properly, not smoking, and
constantly exercising your body can you be healthy, right? Still wrong. Why?
Because only the “right consistent actions” will get you what you want. You need the
best diet specifically for you and the most suitable exercise program done every day
to produce the results you want.
This is the most critical factor because most people don’t take action. Even if they
do, they don’t take it “consistently”. And even if they do it consistently, a lot of them
use the wrong methods. If you do the wrong things consistently, you’ll fail even
faster. So, my suggestion to you is to do the right things the right way and to do them
consistently.
Now, you may ask, how do you know if you’re on the right track? My answer to you
is to consult with people who have the answers for you; ask them if they are willing to
be consultant. Then you might say, “I don’t know these people.” My question to you
is, “ do you really want to have positive results?” if so, then do it.
Remember, where there is a will, there is a way. Ask and you shall receive, seek and
you shall find, knock and the door will opened for you. And it’s true. So take action
now – just do it!
So, when you want to make money from retaining your customers, think of a way
you can do it. Have you ever heard of a sick child who would like to see the same
doctor even when he is not sick? After seeing and paying money, they become more
comfortable. Ensure that your customers want to come back to you. Don’t let their
mind stray to considering your competitors.
You must use your charm to convince them to stay with you. It is much easier to
work with repeat customers than to look for new ones where you have to spend so
much money on promotion and advertising.
Is there a way where you can keep your customers for life? Yes, if you are prepared
to do what you have to do. You want your customers to bring their business back to
you again and again. What is the whole idea behind your providing excellent service
to your customers?
Let us go back to the fundamental basics of providing excellent service for your
customers. Understanding – a customer is just a human being with emotions and
feelings. If you can convince your customers to return, see what happened:

1. Your sales will increase as your customers keep bringing their car back to you
to service.
2. You strengthen your relationship and position in the marketplace. If your
customers keep paying for the services you provide, then they will not look
around for another Service Centre.
3. You will cut your marketing costs. You don’t have to spend so much time and
money to attract repeat customers. You already know them. And your
marketing costs will be reduced even further by the fact that your satisfied
customers will tells their friends about your service – and we all know that
there is nothing stronger than word-of mouth advertising. If you are convinced,
think about a Customer Reward Program which applies the concept of
network marketing.
4. It will insulate you from price competition because a loyal customer is less
likely to be lured away by a discount of a few dollars. And with your Customer
Reward Program, your customers have more to gain than to lose.
5. A satisfied customer is a good example to other new customers. They will
remember that you have done a good job for them in the past and will be
more likely to share that experience with their friends.
6. Providing good products and services to your customers will project a good
image for your company. And customers will remember your company even
better than the products and services themselves.
Given all these advantages, I would be hard pressed to think of a reason why you
shouldn’t have a Customer Reward Program. For one thing, the Program shows
customers that they are important. We know they are, but sometimes we tend to
forget to tell them. We tend to take our loyal customers for granted. A Customer
Reward Program proves to customers how important you think they are. By
implementing one, you go beyond saying thank you. You actually reward them for
doing business with you.

Chapter 10
USING E-BUSINESS TO INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
In this electronic system, I will uncover my secret behind the most fundamental
principles of promoting your products and services through advertising on web site
through the Internet.
The power of publicity on an Internet web site can be overwhelming and absolutely
amazing using current technology that has been growing so quickly that you can
scarcely believe it. When you go into E-business, you will see thousands and
thousands of free advertisements, none of which cost you a penny. And it is
guaranteed to change your lifestyle.
What is E-Business? E-Business involves selling products and services using wide
range of electronic media such as Internet, interactive voice response, and a
telephone call centre.
The Challenge
One of the challenges that you will run into when preparing your web site is how it
will impact on your customers. Because you may have no knowledge of E-Business,
and the Information Technology (IT) person you engage to design your web site is
not likely familiar with your trade or industry, they may not design the most effective
web site for you.
You could end up spending a lot of money and earning very little. Because your
competitors are also into E-Business, you may just want to follow form fear of being
left out. Let’s think this through carefully.
There are so many ways to promote your products and services that at times, it
become mind boggling and more frustrating than anything else. Of course, a better
question would be, “What is the most cost effective way to promote and to market
my products and services in business?”
Know that you are always busy, especially in the automotive trade. And the simple
fact is that most people just don’t like reading large volumes of marketing and
advertising information. I will cover some marketing topics that will help you to
promote your products and services.
Consider that the emergence of E-Business in the automotive trade will change your
company’s future. And E-Business will set the pace to shape the automotive industry
over the next decade. How can the automotive business make profits and benefit
from E-Business?
Globalization has shown that E-Business is opening up a wider market and it has
been reaching every part of the world. You have to think how you will position
yourself in this future market. When E-Business is added to your business marketing

approach, you will have advantages over the conventional players. And this will
require a re-evaluation of your business strategies.
This is not a choice; E-Business will have a major impact on traditional thinking
relative to business competition. It is not a threat but an opportunity to enter a new
market arena. E-Business will build closer relationship with your suppliers,
distributors, and customers.
No automotive company can afford to ignore the business revolution created on the
web. Whatever your current perspective, there’s no question that this is the time for
some tough decision-making.
In the USA companies like GM, Ford and Daimler Chrysler have already developed
E- Business systems that bring together partnerships with suppliers and distributors.
The pace is now set to quicken, to the extent that those companies which are slow to
respond will now run into a serious risk of being left out of this new business.
The Solution
So, how long are you going to respond to all these changes? Are you preparing to
change? How can you integrate your E-Business into a long-term business strategy?
What are the potential benefits? Consider that you should be able to source a lot of
information from the Internet.
When it comes to business exchange, the hottest thing in the 21 st century is the
Internet. How is the automotive industry being affected by the changes of General
Motors opening up supplier strategies?
It means that industry executives simply have to understand online exchanges and
develop a workable strategy to take advantage of them. There are many ways of
using Internet as a tool to promote your products and services. The Internet can
accomplish 9 goals:
Re-engineer your core business processes;
Increase productivity in logistics and turn-around time;
Enhance your customer purchasing experience;
Re-affirm your customer buying pattern;
Respond quickly to creative web-based information to build new sales and
services;
Give enhancement to communication through customer service online;
Realize that management on the Internet depends on just-in-time information
coming into the company and going out to your customers quickly;

Sustain and improve brand loyalty among your existing customers;
Bring the Internet to every vehicle owner via telematics.
Some investment and resource reallocation will bring you these goals. As you can
see, major changes across the entire automotive industry will enable E-Business
strategies to mature.
Many IT professionals are able to provide what you want and have it reach your
customers. But again, many of them are not familiar with the automotive trade. This
is important when choosing the right professional who has experience in
development of an automotive web site.
Otherwise, you may not obtain any mileage from what this approach. The
fundamental pre-requisites are:
Professional expertise in IT and web site development;
Experience in automotive planning and business development;
Understanding of most of the automotive processes and logistics;
Market and customer-oriented personnel.
Without these pre-requisites, it would be difficult to crate a very good web site that
will attract more customers to the automotive industry. Hopefully, some of the main
pointers that I am sharing with you will prove useful when you consider developing a
web site of your own.
Web marketing – You can create a powerful and rich application website that
will attract your customers. Among other features, customers can use the
repair shop web site to learn about the repair process and individual
competencies, review repair schedules, monitor work in progress, and provide
satisfaction feedback to your shop.
Communication tools – Your customer has access to your e-mail address in
order to communicate with the respective person in your organization. Using
autoresponder helps engage and follow-up with your customers. Additionally,
customers can post special requests and information on your service shop
page.
Management information and reports and analyse will help you to improve
shop efficiency and enable shops to gain the most form the trading business.
Recognizing the training, support processes, and system integration are important
elements of successful implementation of E-Business. The development of an
automotive E-Business model will take priority over the methodology in the
application of an automotive repair system.

Consider forming an E-Business Solution Group comprised of a team of experienced
automotive servicing and accident claim professionals, business consultants,
training, web design and Internet technology experts.
The main benefits of this business include:
Reduced overhead – costs of marketing, advertising, distribution, processing,
and logistics can be significant to buyers and sellers.
Customers can use Internet to access information for making decision in
choosing a repair facility or making service appointment at their convenience
24- hours a day, seven days in a week. And they can receive a service
reminder and view vehicle history to see what work was done to their vehicle
previously.
Service management can make repair facilities available to their customer via
the Internet resulting in increased convenience and efficiency for both their
workshop and their customers.
Customers can obtain information to better understand their vehicle warranty.
They can read tips from automotive engineers that could save time and
money. They can find the right technician or a repair centre they can trust and
make managing their vehicle a much smoother experience.
Market your workshop service in your local area with you own professional
website where customers can be easily accessible through the internet. You
can also save time and money when purchasing parts online via the Internet
marketplace.
All these saving can mean a lot to a customer and you also can make your pricing
more attractive and competitive in the market. When it comes to communication,
customers can access information quickly and conveniently. Any frequently asked
questions can be answered immediately on a special FAQ page without any physical
personnel required to attend to your customers.
Understand that customers needs high-quality products and services at low prices
and they want them now. In any business today, whether it’s for products or
services, suppliers must deliver to their customers faster than ever while maintaining
high quality and low prices.
And information technology has become the major contributor to providing fast
turnaround, higher quality, and lower price increased which have characterized
business in our automotive industry.

Conclusion
I hope that you have found the information I have provided in this book both
fascinating and informative. It is based on many years of experience which has
proven very effective in building a successful automotive business. If you study the
material provided and apply my recommendations, you should have incredible
success in your own personal business ventures.
Thanks for Reading, hope you learn something from this! There are many other
eBook from my Affiliate Program; https://affiliategives.com

Dickie Lim
http://dickievipsite.com/blog/
Email: dickie@dickielim.com
SKYPE: carsbiz

Other Resources
1. For online Newbie to advanced level 300++ Tutorial Lessons;
Newbie Lessons: https://dickielim.com/newbielessons/
2. Make your first $19.95 sales with this membership;
First Sales: https://automatedlistbuilders.com/newbiesalesmachine/
3. Free PLR eBook giving away
https://plrmarketers.com/gift/
4. Make money while you’re sleeping
http://www.reviewyourdotcomsecrets.com/
5. Healthy way of living: Bullet Proof Keto Diet - Secret Free Report
https://bit.ly/3gRUIC9
6. Free Health Report “Burn That Fat”
https://bit.ly/3lQhTR8
7. Free Health Report: Work from home - Bodyweight Workouts
https://bit.ly/2HmDSPU

